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SIMON L. BERNSTEIN 

TRUST AGREEMENT 

This Trust Agreement is dated this ..1._d"day of fvl Ci~ , 2008, and is between SIMON 
L. BERNSTEIN, of Palm Beach County, Florida referred to in th first person, as settler, and SIMON 
L. BERNSTEIN, of Palm Beach County, and SIMONL. BERNSTEIN'S successors, as trustee (referred 
to as the "Trustee," which term more particularly refers to all individuals and entities serving as trustee 
of a trust created hereunder during the time of such service, whether alone or as co-trustees, and whether 
originally serving or as a successor trustee). Said Trustee acknowledges receipt of the property described 
in the Attachment to this Agreement, and agrees to hold said property and all additions, in trust, as 
provided in this Agreement. 

ARTICLE I. DURING MY LIFE AND UPON MY DEATH 

A. Rights Reserved. I reserve the right (a)to add property to this trust during my life or on 
my death, by my Will or otherwise; (b) to withdraw property held hereunder; and (c) by separate written 
instrument delivered to the Trustee, to revoke this Agreement in whole or in part and otherwise modify 
or amend this Agreement. However, after my spouse's death I may not exercise any of said rights with 
respect to property added by my spouse upon my spouse's death by my spouse's Will or otherwise. 

B. Pl!)'ments During My Life. If income producing property is held in the trust during my 
life, the Trustee shall pay the net income of the trust to me or as I may direct. However, during any 
periods while I am Disabled, the Trustee shall pay to me or on my behalf such amounts ofthe net income 
and principal of the trust as is proper for my Welfare, and also may in its discretion pay to my spouse 
such amounts of said net income and principal as is proper for her Welfare. Any income not so paid shall 
be added to principal. 

C. Gifts. Jfl am Disabled, I authorize the Trustee to make gifts from trust property during 
my lifetime for estate planning purposes, or to distribute amounts to my legally appointed guardian or 
to my attorney-in-fact for those purposes, subject to the following limitations: 

I. Recipients. The gifts may be made only to my spouse and my lineal descendants 
or to trusts primarily for their benefit, and in aggregate annual amounts to any one such recipient that 
do not exceed the exclusion amount provided for under Code Section 2503(b). 

2. Trustee Limited. When a person eligible to receive gifts is serving as Trustee, 
the aggregate of all gifts to that person during the calendar year allowable under the preceding 
subparagraph I. shall thereafternot exceed the greater ofFive Thousand Dollars ($5,000), or five percent 
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(5%) of the aggregate value of the trust estate. However, gifts completed prior to a recipient's 
commencing to serve as Trustee shall not be affected by this limitation. 

3. Charitable Pledges. The Trustee may pay any charitable pledges I made while 
I was not Disabled (even if not yet due). 

D. Upon My Death. Upon my death the Trustee shall collect and add to the trust all 
amounts due to the trust under any insurance policy on my life or under any death benefit plan and all 
property added to the trust by my Will or otherwise. After paying or providing for the payment from the 
augmented trust of all current charges and any amounts payable under the later paragraph captioned 
"Death Costs," the Trustee shall hold the trust according to the following provisions. 

ARTICLE II. AFTER MY DEATH 

A. Disposition of Tangible Personal Property. If any non-business tangible personal 
property other than cash (including, but not limited to, my personal effects, jewelry, collections, 
household furnishings, and equipment, and automobiles) is held in the trust at the time of my death, such 
items shall be promptly distributed by the Trustee of the trust to such person or persons, including my 
estate, as to the item or items or proportion specified, as I may appoint, and to the extent that any such 
items are not disposed of by such appointment, such items shall be disposed of by the Trustee of the trust 
in exactly the same manner as such items would have been disposed of under the terms and provisions 
of my Will (including any Codicil thereto, or what the Trustee in good faith believes to be such Will and 
Codicil) had such items been included in my probate estate. Any such items which are not effectively 
disposed of pursuant to the preceding sentence shall pass with the other trust assets. 

B. Marital Deduction Gift. Ifmy spouse survives me: 

I. Family Trust. The Trustee shall hold as a separate "Family Trust" (i) all property 
of the trust estate as to which a federal estate tax marital deduction would not be allowed if it were 
distributed outright to my spouse, and (ii) after giving effect to (i), the largest pecuniary amount which 
will not result in or increase any federal or state death tax otherwise payable by reason of my death. In 
determining the pecuniary amount the Trustee shall assume that none of this Family Trust qualifies for 
a federal estate tax deduction, and shall assume that all of the Marital Trust hereinafter established 
(including any part thereof disclaimed by my spouse) qualifies for the federal estate tax marital 
deduction. I recognize that the pecuniary amount may be reduced by certain state death taxes and 
administration expenses which are not deducted for federal estate tax purposes. 

2. Marital Trust. The balance of the trust remaining after the establishment of the 
Family Trust shall be held as a separate "Marital Trust." 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, prior to the funding of the Family Trust and the Marital Trust under this 
Subparagraph H.B., or only the Family Trust if my spouse does not survive me, the Trustees of this Trust 
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or the Personal Representatives of my estate as the case may be, shall finalize the sale of my shares in 
LIC HOLDINGS, INC., a Florida corporation or its successor in interest ("UC HOLDINGS''), owned 
by me or this Trust at the time of my death, pursuant to that certain buy-sell agreement entered into by 
and between my son, TED S. BERNSTEIN, and me. Upon the sale of such shares, the Trustee shall fund 
the trust(s) provided for hereunder. 

3. Disclaimer. Any part of the Marital Trust my spouse disclaims shall be added 
to the Family Trust. My spouse shall not be deemed to have predeceased me for purposes of such 
addition. I suggest that my spouse or my spouse's fiduciaries consider an appropriate partial disclaimer 
to minimize the death taxes due upon both of our deaths. 

If my spouse does not survive me, the entire trust shall be held as the Family Trust without regard to the 
provisions of Subparagraph IJ .B. l describing or limiting which assets shall be held thereunder. 

C. Durine Spouse's Life. Commencing with the date of my death the Trustee shall, 

I. Marital Trust. Pay to my spouse from the Marital Trust, the net income, and such 
amounts of principal as is proper for my spouse's Welfare; and 

2. Fam jly Irust. Pay to my spouse from the Family Trust, the net income, and such 
amounts of principal as is proper for my spouse's Welfure. I request (but do not require) that no principal 
be paid to my spouse from the Family Trust for my spouse's Welfare unless the Marital Trust has been 
exhausted by use, consumption, distribution, or otherwise or is not reasonably available. 

D. Disposition of Trusts Upon Death of Survivor of My Spouse and Me. Upon the death 
of the survivor of my spouse and me, 

I. Limited Power. My spouse (if my spouse survives me) may appoint the Marital 
Trust and Family Trust (except any part added by disclaimer from the Marital Trust and proceeds of 
insurance policies on my spouse's life) to or for the benefit of one or more of my lineal descendants and 
their spouses; 

2. Disposition of Balance. Any parts of the Marital Trust and.the Family Trust my 
spouse does not or cannot effectively appoint (including any additions upon my spouse's death), or all 
of the Family Trust if my spouse did not survive me, shall be divided among and held in separate Trusts 
for my lineal descendants then living, per stirpes. Any assets allocated under this Subparagraph ILD. to 
my children (as that term is defined under this Trust), shall be distributed to the then serving Trustees 
of each of their respective Family Trusts, established by me as grantor on even date herewith (the 
"Family Trusts" which term includes any successor trust thereto), to be held and administered as 
provided under said Trusts. The provisions of the Family Trusts are incorporated herein by reference, 
and if any of the Family Trusts are not then in existence and it is necessary to accomplish the foregoing 
dispositions, the current Trustee of this Trust is directed to take such action to establish or reconstitute 
such applicable trust(s), or if the Trustee is unable to do so, said assets shall be held in separate trusts 
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for such lineal descendants and administered as provided in Subparagraph !I.E. below. Each of my lineal 
descendants for whom a separate Trust is held hereunder shall hereinafter be referred to as a 
"beneficiary,'' with their separate trusts to he administered as provided in Subparagraph !I.E. below. 

E. Trusts for Beneficiaries. The Trustee shall pay to a beneficiary the net income of such 
beneficiary's trust. The Trustee shall pay to the beneficiary and the beneficiary's children, such amounts 
of the principal of such beneficiary's trust as is proper for the Welfare of such individuals. After a 
beneficiary has reached any one or more of the following birthdays, the beneficiary may withdraw the 
principal ofhis or her separate trust at any time or times, not to exceed in the aggregate 1/3 in value after 
the beneficiary's 25th birthday, 1/2 in value (after deducting any amount previously subject to 
withdrawal but not actually withdrawn) after the beneficiary's 30th birthday, and the balance after the 
beneficiary's 35th birthday, provided that the withdrawal powers described in this sentence shall not 
apply to any child of mine as beneficiary ofa separate trust. The value of each trust shall be its value as 
of the first exercise of each withdrawal right, plus the value of any subsequent addition as of the date of 
addition. The right of withdrawal shall be a privilege which may be exercised only voluntarily and shall 
not include an involuntary exercise. If a beneficiary dies with assets remaining in his or her separate 
trust, upon the beneficiary's death the beneficiary may appoint his or her trust to or for the benefit of one 
or more of my lineal descendants and their spouses (excluding from said class, however, such 
beneficiary and such beneficiary's creditors, estate, and creditors of such beneficiary's estate). Any part 
of his or her trust such beneficiary does not effectively appoint shall upon his or her death be divided 
among and held in separate Trusts for the following persons; 

I. for his or her lineal descendants then living, per stirpes; or 

2. if he or she leaves no lineal descendant then living, per stirpes for the lineal 
descendants then living of his or her nearest ancestor (among me and my lineal descendants) with a 
lineal descendant then living who is also a lineal descendant of my spouse. 

A trust for a lineal descendant of mine shall be held under this paragraph, or if a trust is then so held, 
shall be added to such trust. 

F. Termination of Small Trust. !fat any lime after the death of the survivor of my spouse 
and me in the opinion of the Trustee a separate trust holds assets of a value of less than $50,000.00 and 
is too small to justify the expense of its retention, and termination of such trust is in the best interests 
ofits current income beneficiary, the Trustee in its discretion may terminate such trust and pay it to said 
beneficiary. 

G. Contingent Gift. If at any time property of a trust held under this Agreement is not 
disposed of under the other provisions of this Agreement, it shall be paid, as a gift made hereunder, to 
such persons and in such shares as such property would be di;tributed if my spouse and I had each then 
owned one-half of such property and had each then died solvent, unmarried and intestate domiciled in 
the State of Florida, according to the laws of inheritance of the State of Florida then in effect. 
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H. Protective Provision. No beneficiary of any trust herein created shall have any right or 
power to anticipate, transfer, pledge, sell, alienate, assign or encumber in any way his or her interest in 
the income or principal of such trust. Furthermore, no creditor shall have the right to attach, lien, seize 
or levy upon the interest of a beneficiary in this trust (other than myself) and such interest shall not be 
liable for or subject to the debts, liabilities or obligations of any such beneficiary or any claims against 
such beneficiary (whether voluntarily or involuntarily created), and the Trustee shall pay directly to or 
for the use or benefit of such beneficiary all income and principal to which such beneficiary is entitled, 
notwithstanding that such beneficiary has executed a pledge, assignment, encumbrance or in any other 
manner alienated or transferred his or her beneficial interest in the trust to another. This paragraph shall 
not preclude the effective exercise of any power of appointment granted herein or the exercise of any 
disclaimer. 

I. Maximum Duration. Regardless of anything in this Agreement to the contrary, no trust 
interest herein created shall continue beyond three hundred sixty (360) years as provided in F.S. § 
689.225(2)(a)(2), nor shall any power of appointment be exercised in such manner so as to delay vesting 
of any trust beyond such period. Immediately prior to the expiration of such period, all such trusts then 
in existence shall terminate, and the assets thereof shall be distributed outright and in fee to then 
beneficiaries of the current income and in the proportions in which such persons are the beneficiaries, 
and if such proportions cannot be ascertained, then equally among such beneficiaries. 

J. Florida Homestead Possessory Rii:;hts. Notwithstanding anything herein to the 
contrary, ifany portion ofany Florida improved residential real estate (excluding commercial multi-unit 
rental property) is an asset of the Marital Trust, my spouse shall have the exclusive and continuous 
present right to full use, occupancy and possession of such real estate for life. It is my intention that my 
spouse's interest in such property shall constitute a "beneficial interest for life" and "equitable title to real 
estate" as contemplated by Section 196.041 (2) ofFlorida Statutes, as amended from time to time or any 
corresponding provision of law. 

ARTICLE III. GENERAL 

A. Disability. Subject to the following Subparagraph captioned "SubchapterS Stock," while 
any beneficiary (other than my spouse as beneficiary of the Marital Trust) is Disabled, the Trustee shall 
pay to him or her only such portion of the income to which he or she is otherwise entitled as is proper 
for his or her Welfare, and any income not so paid shall be added to the principal from which derived. 
While any beneficiary is Disabled, income or principal payable to him or her may, in the discretion of 
the Trustee, be paid directly to him or her, without the intervention of a guardian, directly to his or her 
creditors or others for his or her sole benefit or to an adult person or an eligible institution (including the 
Trustee) selected by the Trustee as custodian for a minor beneficiary under the Uniform Transfers to 
Minors Act or similar law. The receipt of such payee is a complete release to the Trustee. 

B. Timini:; oflncome Distributions. The Trustee shall make required payments ofincome 
at least quarterly. 
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C. Substance Abuse. 

1. In General. If the Trustee reasonably believes that a beneficiary (other than 
myself) of any trust: 

a. routinely or frequently uses or consumes any illegal substance so as to 
be physically or psychologically dependent upon that substance, or 

b. is clinically dependent upon the use or consumption of alcohol or any 
other legal drug or chemical substance that is not prescribed by a board certified medical doctor or 
psychiatrist in a current program of treatment supervised by such doctor or psychiatrist, 

and if the Trustee reasonably believes that as a result the beneficiary is unable to care for himself or 
herself, or is unable to manage his or her financial affairs, all mandatory distributions (including 
distributions upon termination of the trust) to the beneficiary, all of the beneficiary's withdrawal rights, 
and all of the beneficiary's rights to participate in decisions concerning the removal and appointment of 
Trustees will be suspended (excluding, however, mandatory income rights under the Marital Trust). In 
that event, the following provisions of this Subparagraph lll.C will apply. 

2. Testing. The Trustee may request the beneficiary to submit to one or more 
examinations (including laboratory tests of bodily fluids) determined to be appropriate by a board 
certified medical doctor and to consent to full disclosure to the Trustee of the results of all such 
examinations. The Trustee shall maintain strict confidentiality of those results and shall not disclose 
those results to any person other than the beneficiary without the prior written permission of the 
beneficiary. The Trustee may totally or partially suspend all distributions otherwise required or permitted 
to be made to that beneficiary until the beneficiary consents to the examination and disclosure to the 
Trustee. 

3. Treatment. If, in the opinion of the examining doctor, the examination indicates 
current or recent use ofa drug or substance as described above, the examining doctor will determine an 
appropriate method of treatment for the beneficiary (for example, counseling or treatment on an 
in-patient basis in a rehabilitation facility) that is acceptable to the Trustee. If the beneficiary consents 
to the treatment, the Trustee shall pay the costs of treatment directly to the provider of those services 
from the distributions suspended under this Subparagraph III.C. 

4. Resumption of Distributions. The Trustee may resume other distributions to the 
beneficiary (and the beneficiary's other suspended rights will be restored) when, in the case of use or 
consumption ofan illegal substance, examinations indicate no such use for 12 months and, in all cases, 
when the Trustee in its discretion determines that the beneficiary is able to care for himself or herself 
and is able to manage his or her financial affairs. 

5. Disposition ofSuspended Amounts. When other distributions to the beneficiary 
are resumed, the remaining balance, if any, of distributions that were suspended may be distributed to 
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the beneficiary at that time. If the beneficiary dies before distribution of those suspended amounts, the 
Trustee shall distribute the balance of the suspended amounts to the persons who would be the alternate 
takers of that beneficiary's share (or takers through the exercise of a power ofappointment) as otherwise 
provided in this Trust Agreement. 

6. Exoneration. No Trustee (or any doctor retained by the Trustee) will be 
responsible or liable to anyone for a beneficiary's actions or welfare. The Trustee has no duty to inquire 
whether a beneficiary uses drugs orother substances as described in this Subparagraph lll.C. The Trustee 
(and any doctor retained by the Trustee) is to be indemnified from the trust estate and held harmless 
from any liability ofany nature in exercising its judgment and authority under this Subparagraph lll.C. 
including any failure to request a beneficiary to submit to medical examination, and including a decision 
to distribute suspended amounts to a beneficiary. 

7. Tax Savings Provision. Despite the provisions of this Subparagraph 111.C, the 
Trustee cannot suspend any mandatory distributions or withdrawal rights that are required for that trust 
to become or remain a Qualified Subchapter S Trust (unless the Trustee elects for the trust to be an 
Electing Small Business Trust), or to qualify for any federal transfer tax exemption, deduction, or 
exclusion allowable with respect to that trust. 

D. Income on Death of Beneficiary. Subject to the later paragraph captioned "Subchapter 
S Stock," and except as otherwise explicitly provided herein, upon the death of any beneficiary, all 
accrued or undistributed income of such deceased beneficiary's trust shall pass with the principal of his 
or her trust but shall remain income for trust accounting purposes. 

E. Definitions. In this Agreement, 

I. Children. Lineal Descendants. The terms "child," "children" and "lineal 
descenda11t" mean only persons whose relationship to the ancestor designated is created entirely by or 
through (a) legitimate births occurring during the marriage of the joint biological parents to each other, 
(b) children and their lineal descendants arising from surrogate births and/or third party donors when (i) 
the child is raised from or near the time of birth by a married couple (other than a same sex married 
couple) through the pendency of such marriage, (ii) one of such couple is the designated ancestor, and 
(iii) to the best knowledge of the Trustee both members of such couple participated in the decision to 
have such child, and (c) lawful adoptions of minors under the age oftwelve years. No such child or lineal 
descendant loses his or her status as such through adoption by another person. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, as I have adequately provided for them during my lifetime, for purposes of the dispositions 
made underthis Trust, my children, TED S. BERNSTEIN ("TED") and PAMELA B. SIMON ("PAM''), 
and their respective lineal descendants shall be deemed to have predeceased the survivor of my spouse 
and me, provided, however, if my children, ELIOT BERNSTEIN, JILL !ANTONI and LISA S. 
FRIED STEIN, and their lineal descendants all predecease the survivor of my spouse and me, then TED 
and PAM, and their respective lineal descendants shall not be deemed to have predeceased me and shall 
be eligible beneficiaries for purposes of the dispositions made hereunder. 
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2. Code. "Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of I 986, as amended, and in 
referring to any particular provision of the Code, includes a reference to any equivalent or successor 
provision ofa successor federal tax law. 

3. Disabled. "Disabled" or being under "Disability" means, as to any applicable 
individual: ( 1) being under the age of 21 years, (2) having been adjudicated by a court of competent 
jurisdiction as mentally or physically incompetent or unable to manage his or her own property or 
personal affairs (or a substantially similar finding under applicable state or national law), or (3) being 
unable to properly manage his or her personal or financial affairs, or a trust estate hereunder as to a 
Trustee hereunder, because of a mental or physical impairment (whether temporary or permanent in 
nature). A written certificate executed by an individual's attending physician or attending psychiatrist 
confirming that person's impairment will be sufficient evidence of Disability under item (3) above, and 
all persons may rely conclusively on such a certificate. 

4. Education. The term "education" herein means vocational, primary, secondary, 
preparatory, theological, college and professional education, including post-graduate courses of study, 
at educational institutions or elsewhere, and expenses relating directly thereto, including tuition, books 
and supplies, room and board, and travel from and to home during school vacations. It is intended that 
the Trustee liberally construe and interpret references to "education," so that the beneficiaries entitled 
to distributions hereunder for education obtain the best possible education commensurate with their 
abilities and desires. 

5. My Spouse. "My spouse" is SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN ("SHIRLEY''). 

6. Needs and Welfare Distributions. Payments to be made for a person's "Needs" 
means payments for such person's support, health (including lifetime residential or nursing home care), 
maintenance and education. Payments to be made for a person's "Welfare" means payments for such 
person's Needs, and as the Trustee determines in its sole discretion also for such person's advancement 
in life (including assistance in the purchase of a home or establishment or development of any business 
or professional enterprise which the Trustee believes to be reasonably sound), happiness and general 
well-being. However, the Trustee, based upon information reasonably available to it, shall make such 
payments for a person's Needs or Welfare only to the extent such person's income, and funds available 
from others obligated to supply funds for such purposes (including, without limitation, pursuant to child 
support orders and agreements), are insufficient in its opinion for such purposes, and shall take into 
account such person's accustomed manner of living, age, health, marital status and any other factor it 
considers important. Income or principal to be paid for a person's Needs or Welfare may be paid to such 
individual or applied by the Trustee directly for the benefit of such person. The Trustee may make a 
distribution or application authorized for a person's Needs or Welfare even if such distribution or 
application substantially depletes or exhausts such person's trust, without any duty upon the Trustee to 
retain it for future use or for other persons who might otherwise benefit from such trust. 

7. Per Stirnes. In a division "per stlrpes" each generation shall be represented and 
counted whether or not it has a living member. 
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8. Related or Subordinate Party. A "Related or Subordinate Party" to a trust 
describes a beneficiary of the subject trust or a related or subordinate party to a beneficiary of the trust 
as the terms "related or subordinate party" are defined under Code Section 672(c). 

9. Spouse. A person's "spouse" includes only a spouse then married to and living 
as husband and wife with him or her, or a spouse who was married to and living as husband and wife 
with him or her at his or her death. The following rules apply to each person who is a beneficiary or a 
permissible appointee under this Trust Agreement and who is married to a descendant of mine. Such a 
person will cease to be a beneficiary and will be excluded from the class of permissible appointees upon: 

a. the legal termination ofthe marriage to my descendant (whether before 
or after my death), or 

b. the death of my descendant if a dissolution of marriage proceeding was 
pending when he or she died. 

I 0. Gender. Number. Where appropriate, words of any gender include all genders 
and the singular and plural are interchangeable. 

F. Powers of Appointment. Property subject to a power of appointment shall be paid to, 
or retained by the Trustee or paid to any trustee under any will or trust agreement for the benefit of, such 
one or more permissible appointees, in such amounts and proportions, granting such interests, powers 
and powers of appointment, and upon such conditions including spendthrift provisions as the holder of 
such power (i) in the case of a power exercisable upon the death of such holder, appoints in his or her 
will or in a trust agreement revocable by him or her until his or her death, or (ii) in the case of a power 
exercisable during the life of such holder, appoints in a written instrument signed by such holder, two 
witnesses and a notary public, but in either case only if such will, trust agreement, or instrument 
specifically refers to such power. 

G. Limitations on Powers of Trustee. Regardless of anything herein to the contrary, no 
Trustee shall make or participate in making any distribution of income or principal of a trust to or for 
the benefit of a beneficiary which would directly or indirectly discharge any legal obligation of such 
Trustee or a donor of such trust (as an individual, and other than myself as donor) to support such 
beneficiary; and no Trustee (other than myself and other than my spouse as Trustee of the Marital Trust) 
sh al I make or participate in making any discretionary distribution of income or principal to or for the 
benefit of himself or herself other than for his or her Needs, including by reason of a determination to 
terminate a trust described herein. For example, ifa Trustee (other than myselfand other than my spouse 
as Trustee of the Marital Trust) has the power to distribute income or principal to himself or herself for 
his or her own Welfare, such Trustee (the "restricted Trustee") shall only have the power to make or 
participate in making a distribution of income or principal to the restricted Trustee for the restricted 
Trustee's Needs, although any co-Trustee who is not also a restricted Trustee may make or participate 
in making a distribution of income or principal to the restricted Trustee for such restricted Trustee's 
Welfare without the participation or consent of said restricted Trustee. 
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H. Presumption of Survivorship. Ifmy spouse and I die undercircumstances which make 
it difficult or impracticable to determine which one of us survived the other, I direct that my spouse shall 
be deemed to have survived me for purposes of this Agreement (except in regard to any property passing 
hereunder that became part of this trust solely by reason of passage to my probate estate or this trust from 
the probate estate of or a revocable trust established by my spouse in which case the opposite 
presumption shall apply), notwithstanding any provisions of law which provide for a contrary 
presumption. If any person other than my spouse shall be required to survive another person in order to 
take any interest under this Agreement, the former person shall be deemed to have predeceased the latter 
person, if such persons die under circumstances which make it difficult or impracticable to determine 
which one died first. 

I. Governing Law. This Agreement is governed by the law of the State of Florida. 

J. Other Beneficia1y Designations. Except as otherwise explicitly and with particularity 
provided herein, (a) no provision of this trust shall revoke or modify any beneficiary designation of mine 
made by me and not revoked by me prior to my death under any individual retirement account, other 
retirement plan or account, or annuity or insurance contract, (b) I hereby reaffirm any such beneficiary 
designation such that any assets held in such account, plan, or contract shall pass in accordance with 
such designation, and (c) regardless of anything herein to the contrary, any of such assets which would 
otherwise pass pursuant to this trust due to the beneficiary designation not having met the requirements 
for a valid testamentary disposition under applicable law or otherwise shall be paid as a gift made 
hereunder to the persons and in the manner provided in such designation which is incorporated herein 
by this reference. 

K. Mandatory Notice Required by Florida Law. The trustee ofa trust may have duties 
and responsibilities in addition to those described in the instrument creating the trust. If you have 
questions, you should obtain legal advice. 

L. Release of Medical Information. 

l. Disability ofBeneficiary. Upon the written request of a Trustee (with or without 
the concurrence of co-Trustees) issued to any current income or principal beneficiary (including 
discretionary beneficiaries) for whom a determination of Disability is relevant to the administration of 
a trust hereunder and for whom a Trustee (with or without the concurrence of co-Trustees) desires to 
make such a determination, such beneficiary shall issue to all Trustees (who shall be identified thereon 
both by name to the extent known and by class description) a valid authorization under the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and any other applicable or successor law 
authorizing al I health care providers and all medical sources of such requested beneficiary to release 
protected health information of the requested beneficiary to all Trustees that is relevant to the 
determination of the Disability of the requested beneficiary as Disability is defined hereunder. The 
period of each such valid authorization shall be for six months (or the earlier death of the requested 
beneficiary). If such beneficiary (or his or her legal representative if such beneficiary is a minor or 
legally disabled) refuses within thirty days of receipt of the request to provide a valid authorization, or 
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at any time revokes an authorization within its term, the Trustee shall treat such beneficiary as Disabled 
hereunder until such valid authorization is delivered. 

2. Disability of Trustee. Upon the request to a Trustee that is an individual by (a) 
a co-Trustee, or if none, (b) the person or entity next designated to serve as a successor Trustee not under 
legal incapacity, or if none, (c) any adult current income or principal beneficiary not under legal 
incapacity, or in any event and at any time ( d) a court of competent jurisdiction, such Trustee shall issue 
to such person and all persons, courts of competent jurisdiction, and entities (who shall be identified 
thereon both by name to the extent known and by class description), with authority hereunder to 
determine such requested Trustee's Disability, a valid authorization under the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and any other applicable or successor law authorizing all 
health care providers and all medical sources of such requested Trustee to release protected health 
information of the requested Trustee to such persons, courts and entities, that is relevant to the 
determination of the Disability of the requested Trustee as Disability is defined hereunder. The period 
of each such valid authorization shall be for six months (or the earlier death or resignation of the 
requested Trustee). If such requested Trustee refuses within thirty days ofreceipt of the request to deliver 
a valid authorization, or at any time revokes an authorization within its term, such requested Trustee 
shall thereupon be treated as having resigned as Trustee hereunder. 

3. Authorization to Issue Certificate. All required authorizations under this 
paragraph shall include the power of a physician or psychiatrist to issue a written certificate to the 
appropriate persons or entities as provided in Subparagraph lll.E.3 hereof. 

ARTICLE IV. FIDUCIARIES 

A. Powers of the Trustee. During my life except while I am Disabled, the Trustee shall 
exercise all powers provided by law and the following powers, other than the power to retain assets, only 
with my written approval. While l am Disabled and after my death, the Trustee shall exercise said 
powers without approval, provided that the Trustee shall exercise all powers in a fiduciary capacity. 

I. Investments. To sell or exchange at public or private sale and on credit or 
otherwise, with or without security, and to lease for any term or perpetually, any property, real and 
personal, at any time forming a part of the trust estate (the "estate"); to grant and eKercise options to buy 
or sell; to invest or reinvest in real or personal property of every kind, description and location; and to 
receive and retain any such property whether originally a part of any trust herein created or subsequently 
acquired, even if the Trustee is personally interested in such property, and without liability for any 
decline in the value thereof; all without limitation by any statutes or judicial decisions whenever enacted 
or announced, regulating investments or requiring diversification of investments, it being my intention 
to give the broadest investment powers and discretion to the Trustee. Any bank, trust company, or other 
corporate trustee serving hereunder as Trustee is authorized to invest in its own common trust funds. 
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2. Special Investments. The Trustee is expressly authorized (but not directed) to 
retain, make, hold, and dispose of investments not regarded as traditional for trusts, including interests 
or investments in privately held business and investment entities and enterprises, including without 
limitation stock in closely held corporations, limited partnership interests.joint venture interests, mutual 
funds, business trust interests, and limited liability company membership interests, notwithstanding (a) 
any applicable prudent investor rule or variation thereof, (b) common law or statutory diversification 
requirements (it being my intent that no such duty to diversify shall exist) ( c) a lack ofcurrent cash flow 
therefrom, (d) the presence of any risk or speculative elements as compared to other available 
investments (it being my intent that the Trustee have sole and absolute discretion in determining what 
constitutes acceptable risk and what constitutes proper investment strategy), (e) lack ofareasonable rate 
of return, (J) risks to the preservation of principal, (g) violation ofa Trustee's duty of impartiality as to 
different beneficiaries (it being my intent that no such duty exists for this purpose), and (h) similar 
limitations on investment under this Agreement or under law pertaining to investments that may or 
should be made by a Trustee (including without limitation the provisions of Fla.Stats. §5 I 8.11 and 
successor provisions thereto that would characterize such investments as forbidden, imprudent, improper 
or unlawful). The Trustee shall not be responsible to any trust created hereunder or the beneficiaries 
thereof for any Joss resulting from any such authorized investment, including without limitation Joss 
engendered by the higher risk element of that particular entity, investment, or enterprise, the failure to 
invest in more conservative investments, the failure to diversify trust assets, the prudent investor rule 
or variant thereof. Notwithstanding any provisions for distributions to beneficiaries hereunder, if the 
Trustee determines that the future potential investment return from any illiquid or closely held 
investment asset warrants the retention of that investment asset or that sufficient value could not be 
obtained from the sale or other disposition of an illiquid or closely held investment asset, the Trustee is 
authorized to retain that asset and if necessary reduce the distributions to beneficiaries due to lack of 
sufficient liquid or marketable assets. However, the preceding provisions of this Subparagraph shall not 
be exercised in a manner as to jeopardize the availability of the estate tax marital deduction for assets 
passing to or held in the a trust for my surviving spouse or that would otherwise qualify for the estate 
tax marital deduction but for such provisions, shall not override any express powers hereunder of my 
surviving spouse to demand conversion of unproductive property to productive property, or reduce any 
income distributions otherwise required hereunder fora trust held for the benefit of my surviving spouse 
or a "qualified subchapter S trust" as that tennis defined in Code Section 136l(d)(3). 

3. Distributions. To make any division or distribution pro rata or non-pro rata, in 
cash or in kind, and to allocate undivided interests in property and dissimilar property (without regard 
to its tax basis) to different shares. 

4. Management. To manage, develop, improve, partition or change the character 
of an asset or interest in property at any time; and to make ordinary and extraordinary repairs, 
replacements, alterations and improvements, structural or otherwise. 

5. Borrowing. To borrow money from anyone on commercially reasonable terms, 
including entities owned in whole or in part by the trust, a Trustee, beneficiaries and other persons who 
may have a direct or indirect interest in a Trust; and te mortgage, margin, encumber and pledge real and 
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personal property of a trust as security for the payment thereof, without incurring any personal liability 
thereon and to do so for a term within or extending beyond the terms of the trust and to renew, modify 
or extend existing borrowing on similar or different terms and with the same or different security without 
incurring any personal liability; and such borrowing from a Trustee may be with or without interest, and 
may be secured with a lien on trust assets. 

6. Lending. To extend, modify or waive the terms of any obligation, bond or 
mortgage at any time forming a part of a trust and to foreclose any such mortgage; accept a conveyance 
of encumbered property, and take title to the property securing it by deed in lieu of foreclosure or 
otheiwise and to satisfy or not satisfy the indebtedness securing said property; to protect or redeem any 
such property from forfeiture for nonpayment of taxes or other lien; generally, to exercise as to such 
bond, obligation or mortgage all powers that an absolute owner might exercise; and to loan funds to 
beneficiaries at commercially reasonable rates, terms and conditions. 

7. Abandonment of Property. To abandon any property or asset when it is valueless 
or so encumbered or in such condition that it is of no benefit to a trust. To abstain from the payment of 
taxes, liens, rents, assessments, or repairs on such property and/or permit such property to be lost by tax 
sale, foreclosure or other proceeding or by conveyance for nominal or no consideration to anyone 
including a charity or by escheat to a state; all without personal liability incurred therefor. 

8. Real Property Matters. To subdivide, develop or partition real estate; to purchase 
or sell real property and to enter into contracts to do the same; to dedicate the same to public use; to 
make or obtain the location of any plats; to adjust boundaries; to adjust differences in valuations on 
exchange or partition by giving or receiving consideration; and, to grant easements with or without 
consideration as the fiduciaries may determine; and to demolish any building, structures, walls and 
improvements, or to erect new buildings, structures, walls and improvements and to insure against fire 
and other risks; and to protect and conserve, or to lease, or to encumber, or otheiwise to manage and 
dispose of real property to tbe extent such power is not otheiwise granted herein or otherwise restricted 
herein. 

9. Claims. To enforce, compromise, adjust, arbitrate, release or otherwise settle or 
pay any claims or demands by or against a trust. 

10. Business Entities. To deal with any business entity or enterprise even if a Trustee 
is or may be a fiduciary of or own interests in said business entity or enterprise, whether operated in the 
form of a corporation, partnership, business trust, limited liability company, joint venture, sole 
proprietorship, or other form (all of which business entities and enterprises are referred to herein as 
"Business Entities"). I vest the Trustee with the following powers and authority in regard to Business 
Entities: 

a. To retain and continue to operate a Business Entity for such period as the 
Trustee deems advisable; 
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b. To control, direct and manage the Business Entities. In this connection, the 
Trustee, in its sole discretion, shall determine the manner and extent of its active participation in the 
operation and may delegate all or any part of its power to supervise and operate to such person or 
persons as the Trustee may select, including any associate, partner, officer or employee of the Business 
Entity; 

c. To hire and discharge officers and employees, fix their compensation and 
define their duties; and similarly to employ, compensate and discharge agents, attorneys, consultants, 
accountants, and such other representatives as the Trustee may deem appropriate; including the right to 
employ any beneficiary or fiduciary in any of the foregoing capacities; 

d. To invest funds in the Business Entities, to pledge other assets of a trust as 
security for loans made to the Business Entities, and to lend funds from a trust to the Business Entities; 

e. To organize one or more Business Entities under the laws of this or any other 
state or country and to transfer thereto all or any part of the Business Entities or other property of a trust, 
and to receive in exchange such stocks, bonds, partnership and member interests, and such other 
securities or interests as the Trustee may deem advisable; 

f. To treat Business Entities as separate from a trust. In a Trustee's accounting 
to any beneficiary, the Trustee shall only be required to report the earnings and condition of the Business 
Entities in accordance with standard business accounting practice; 

g. To retain in Business Entities such net earnings for working capital and other 
purposes of the Business Entities as the Trustee may deem advisable in conformity with sound business 
practice; 

h. To sell or liquidate all or any part of the Business Entities at such time and 
price and upon such terms and conditions (including credit) as the Trustee may determine. My Trustee 
is specifically authorised and empowered to make such sale to any person, including any partner, officer, 
or employee of the Business Entities, a fiduciary, or to any beneficiary; and 

i. To guaranty the obligations of the Business Entities, or pledge assets ofa trust 
to secure such a guaranty. 

11. Principal and Income. To allocate items of income or expense between income 
and principal as permitted or provided by the laws of the State of Florida but without limiting the 
availability of the estate tax marital deduction, provided that the Trustee shall not be required to provide 
a rate of return on unproductive property unless otherwise provided in this instrument. 

12. Life Insurance. With respect to any life insurance policies constituting an asset 
of a trust, to pay premiums; to apply dividends in reduction of such premiums; to borrow againstthe cash 
values thereof; to convert such policies into other forms of insurance, including paid-up insurance; to 
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exercise any settlement options provided in any such policies; to receive the proceeds of any policy upon 
its maturity and to administer such proceeds as a part of the principal of the Trust; and in general, to 
exercise all other options, benefits, rights and privileges under such policies. 

I 3. Continuing Power. To continue to have or exercise, after the tennination of a 
trust, in whole or in part, and until final distribution thereof, all title, power, discretions, rights and duties 
conferred or imposed upon the Trustee by law or by this Agreement or during the existence of the trust. 

14. Exoneration. To provide for the exoneration of the Trustee from any personal 
liability on account of any arrangement or contract entered into in a fiduciary capacity. 

15. Agreements. To comply with, amend, modify or rescind any agreement made 
during my lifetime, including those regarding the disposition, management or continuation ofany closely 
held unincorporated business, corporation, partnership or joint venture, and including the power to 
complete contracts to purchase and sell real estate. 

16. Voting. To vote and give proxies, with power of substitution to vote, stocks, 
bonds and other securities, or not to vote a security. 

17. Combination of Shares. To hold the several shares ofa trust or several Trusts as 
a common fund, dividing the income proportionately among them, to assign undivided interests to the 
several shares or Trusts, and to make joint investments of the funds belonging to them. For such 
purposes and insofar as may be practicable, the Trustee, to the extent that division of the trust estate is 
directed hereby, may administer the trust estate physically undivided until actual division thereof 
becomes necessary to make distributions. The Trustee may hold, manage, invest and account for whole 
or fractional trust shares as a single estate, making the division thereof by appropriate entries in the 
books of account only, and may allocate to each whole or fractional trust share its proportionate part of 
all receipts and expenses; provided, however, this carrying of several Trusts as a single estate shall not 
defer the vesting in possession of any whole or fractional share of a trust for the beneficiaries thereof at 
the times specified herein. 

18. Reimbursement. To reimburse itself from a trust for reasonable expenses incurred 
in the administration thereof. 

19. Reliance Upon Communication. To rely, in acting under a trust, upon any letter, 
notice, certificate, report, statement, document or other paper, or upon any telephone, telegraph, cable, 
wireless or radio message, if believed by the Trustee to be genuine, and to be signed, sealed, acknowl
edged, presented, sent, delivered or given by or on behalf of the proper person, firm or corporation, 
without incurring liability for any action or inaction based thereon. 

20. Assumotions. To assume, in the absence of written notice to the contrary from 
the person or persons concerned, that a fact or an event, by reason of which an interest or estate under 
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a trust shall commence or terminate, does not exist or has not occurred, without incurring liability for 
any action or inaction based upon such assumption. 

21. Service as Custodian. To serve as successor custodian for any beneficiary ofany 
gifts that I may have made under any Transfer to Minors Act, if at the time of my death no custodian is 
named in the instrument creating the gift. 

22. Removal of Assets. The Trustee may remove from the domiciliary state during 
the entire duration of a trust or for such lesser period as it may deem advisable, any cash, securities or 
other property at any time in its hands whether principal or not, and to take and keep the same outside 
the domiciliary state and at such place or places within or outside the borders of the United States as it 
may determine, without in any event being chargeable for any loss or depreciation to the trust which may 
result therefrom. 

23. Change of Situs. The situs and/or applicable law of any trust created hereunder 
may be transferred to such other place as the Trustee may deem to be for the best interests of the trust 
estate. In so doing, the Trustee may resign and appoint a successor Trustee, but may remove such 
successor Trustee so appointed and appoint others. Each successor Trustee may delegate any and all 
fiduciary powers, discretionary and ministerial, to the appointing Trustee as its agent. 

24. Fiduciary Outside Domiciliary State. In the event the Trustee shall not be able 
and willing to act as Trustee with respect to any property located outside the domiciliary state, the 
Trustee, without order of court, may appoint another individual or corporation (including any employee 
or agent of any appointing Trustee) to act as Trustee with respect to such property. Such appointed 
Trustee shall have all of the powers and discretions with respect to such property as are herein given to 
the appointing Trustee with respect to the remaining trust assets. The appointing Trustee may remove 
such appointed Trustee and appoint another upon ten (I 0) days notice in writing. All income from such 
property, and if such property is sold, exchanged or otherwise disposed of, the proceeds thereof, shall 
be remitted to the appointing Trustee, to be held and administered by it as Trustee hereunder. Such 
appointed Trustee may employ the appointing Trustee as agent in the administration of such property. 
No surety shall be required on the bond of the Trustee or agent acting under the provisions of this 
paragraph. No periodic court accounting shall be required of such appointed Trustee, it being my 
intention to excuse any statutory accounting which may ordinarily be required. 

25. Selection of Assets for Marital Trust. The Trustee shall have sole discretion to 
determine which assets shall be allocated to the Marital Trust; provided, if possible no assets or the 
proceeds ofany assets which do not qualify for the federal estate tax marital deduction shall be allocated 
to the Marital Trust. To the extent that other assets qualifying for the marital deduction are available, 
the Trustee shall not allocate to the Marital Trust any assets with respect to which a credit for foreign 
taxes paid is allowable under the Code, nor any policy of insurance. on the life of my spouse. Any 
allocation of assets among the Family Trust and the Marital Trust shall, with respect to each such trust, 
be comprised of assets having an aggregate market value at the time of such allocation fairly 
representative of the net appreciation or depreciation in the value of the property available for such 
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allocation between the date of valuation for federal estate tax purposes and the date or dates of said 
allocation and selection. 

26. Additions. To receive and accept additions to the Trusts in cash or in kind from 
donors, executors, administrators, Trustee or attorneys in fact, including additions of my property by the 
Trustee or others as my attorneys in fact. · 

27. Title and Possession. To have title to and possession of all real or personal 
property held in the Trusts, and to register or hold title to such property in its own name or in the name 
of its nominee, without disclosing its fiduciary capacity, or in bearer form. 

28. Dealing with Estates. To use principal of the Trusts to make loans to my estate,. 
with or without interest, and to make purchases from my estate or my spouse's estate. 

29. ~· To employ persons, including attorneys, auditors, investment advisers, 
and agents, even if they are the Trustee or associated with the Trustee, to advise or assist the Trustee in 
the performance of its administrative duties and to pay compensation and costs incurred in connection 
with such employment from the assets of the Trust; to act without independent investigation upon their 
recommendations; and, instead of acting personally, to employ one or more agents to perform any act 
of administration, whether or not discretionary. 

30. Tax Elections. To file tax returns, and to exercise all tax-related elections and 
options at its discretion, without compensating adjustments or reimbursements between any of the Trusts 
or any of the trust accounts or any beneficiaries. 

B. Resii:nation. A Trustee may resign with or without cause, by giving no less than 30 days 
advance written notice, specifying the effective date of such resignation, to its successor Trustee and to 
the persons required and in the manner provided under Fla.Stats. §§736.0705(1)(a) and 736.0109. As 
to any required recipient, deficiencies in fulfilling the foregoing resignation requirements may be waived 
in a writing signed by such recipient. Upon the resignation of a Trustee, such Trustee shall be entitled 
to reimbursement from the trust for all reasonable expenses incurred in the setllement of accounts and 
in the transfor of assets to his or her successor. 

C. Apnointment of Successor Trustee. 

1. Appointment. Upon a Trustee's resignation, or if a Trustee becomes Disabled or 
for any reason ceases to serve as Trustee, I may appoint any person or persons as successor Trustee, and 
in default of such appointment by me, SHIRLEY and WILLIAM E. STANSBURY ("BILL"), or either 
of them alone if the other is unable to serve, shall serve as successor co-Trustees or Trustee as the case 
may be. Notwithstanding the foregoing, ifa named Trustee is not a U.S. citizen or resident at the 'iime 
of commencement of his term as Trustee, such Trustee should give due consideration to declining to 
serve to avoid potential adverse U.S. income tax consequenc~s by reason of the characterization of a 
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trust hereunder as a foreign trust under the Code, but shall not be construed to have any duty to so 
decline if such Trustee desires to serve. 

2. Specific Trusts. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions oftbis Subparagraph 
JV.C, subsequent to my death I specifically appoint the following person or persons as Trustee of the 
following Trusts under the following described circumstances: 

a. Trustee of the Marital Trust. SHIRLEY shall serve as Trustee of the 
Marital Trust. While serving as Trustee, my spouse may designate a co-Trustee to serve with my spouse 
and my spouse may remove and/or replace such co-Trustee from time to time. 

b. Trustee of the Family Trust. SHIRLEY shall serve as Trustee of the 
Family Trust. While serving as Trustee, my spouse may designate a co-Trustee that is not a Related or 
Subordinate Party to serve with my spouse and my spouse may remove and/or replace such co-Trustee 
with another that is not a Related or Subordinate Party from time to time. 

c. Trustee of Separate Trusts for My Children. Each child of mine shall 
serve as sole Trustee of bis or her separate trust. While serving alone as Trustee, a child of mine may 
designate a co-Trustee that is not a Related or Subordinate Party to serve with such child and such child 
may remove and/or replace such co-Trustee with another that is not a Related or Subordinate Party from 
time to time. 

d. Trustee of Separate Trusts for My Lineal Descendants Other Than My 
Children. In regard to a separate trust held for a lineal descendant of mine other than a child of mine 
which lineal descendant is the sole current mandatory or discretionary income benefiCiary, each such 
lineal descendant shall serve as co-Trustee, or sole Trustee if the preceding described Trustees cease or 
are unable to serve or to continue to serve, of his or her separate trust upon reaching age twenty-five 
(25). 

3. Successor Trustees Not Provided For. Whenever a successor Trustee or co-
Trustee is required and no successor or other functioning mechanism for succession is provided for 
under the tenns of this Trust Agreement, the last serving Trustee or the last person or entity designated 
to serve as Trustee of the applicable trust may appoint his or her successor, and if none is so appointed, 
the following persons shall appoint a successor Trustee (who may be one of the persons making the 
appointment): 

a. The remaining Trustees, if any; otherwise, 

b. A majority oftbe permissible current mandatory or discretionary income 
beneficiaries, including the natural or legal guardians of any beneficiaries who are Disabled. 

A successor Trustee appointed under this subparagraph shall not be a Related or Subordinate Party of 
the trust. The appointment will be by a written document executed by such person in the presence of two 
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witnesses and acknowledged before a notary public delivered to the appointed Trnstee and to me if! am 
living and not Disabled or in a valid last Will. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a designation under this 
Subparagraph of a successor trustee to a corporate or entity trustee shall be limited to a corporate or 
entity trustee authorized to serve as such under Florida law with assets under trust management of no 
less than one billion doliars. 

4. Power to Remove Trustee. Subsequent to my death, the age 25 or older 
permissible current mandatory or discretionary income beneficiaries from time to time of any trust 
established hereunder shall have the power to unanimously remove a Trustee of such trust at any time 
with or without cause, with the successor Trustee to be determined in accordance with the foregoing 
provisions. 

D. Method of Appointment of Trustee. Any such appointment of a successor Trustee by 
a person shall be made in a written instrument executed by such person in the presence of two witnesses 
and acknowledged before a notary public which is delivered to such appointed Trustee during the 
lifetime of the person making such appointment, or any such appointment ofa successor Trustee by a 
person may be made under the last Will of such person. 

E. Limitations on Removal and Replacement Power. Any power to remove and/or 
replace a trustee hereunder that is granted to an individual (including such power when reserved to me) 
is personal to that individual and may not be exercised by a guardian, power of attorney holder, or other 
legal representative or agent. 

F. Successor Fiduciaries. No Trustee is responsible for, nor has any duty to inquire into, 
the administration, acts or omissions ofany executor, administrator, Personal Representative, or trustee 
or attorney-in-fact adding property to these Trusts, or ofany predecessor Trustee. Each successor Trustee 
has all the powers, privileges, immunities, rights and title (without the execution of any instrument of 
transfer or any other act by any retiring Trustee) and all the duties of all predecessors. 

G. Liability and Indemnification of Trustee. 

I. Liabilitv in General. No individual Trustee (that is, a Trustee that is not a 
corporation or other entity) shall be liable for any of his or her actions or failures to act as Trustee, even 
ifthe fodividual Trustee is found by a court to have been negligent or in breach offiduciary duty, except 
for liability caused by his or her actions or failures to act done in bad faith or with reckless indifference 
to the purposes of the trust or the interests of the beneficiaries. Each Trustee that is a corporation or other 
entity will be liable for its actions or failures to act that are negligent or that breach its fiduciary duty, 
without contribution by any individual Trustee. 

2. Indemnification of Trustee. Except in regard to liabilities imposed on a Trustee 
under Subparagraph 1YJ1.l, each Trustee shall be held harmless and indemnified from the assets of the 
trust for any liability, damages, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs incurred as a result of its service as 
Trustee. A Trustee who ceases to serve for any reason will be entitled to receive reasonable security from 
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the assets of the trust to protect it from liability, and may enforce these provisions for indemnification 
against the current Trustee or against any assets held in the trust, or if the fonner Trustee is an individual 
and not a corporation or other entity, against any beneficiary to the extent of distributions received by 
that beneficiary. This indemnification right extends to th~ estate, personal representatives, legal 
successors and assigns of a Trustee. 

3. Indemnification cif Trustee - Additional Provisions. recognize that ifa 
beneficiary accuses a Trustee of wrongdoing or breach offiduciary duty, the Trustee may have a conflict 
ofinterestthat ordinarily would prevent it from paying legal fees and costs from the trust estate to defend 
itself. I do not want to put a financial burden on any individual named to serve as a Trustee. Just as 
important, I do not want an individual who has been selected to serve as a Trustee to be reluctant to 
accept the position, or while serving to be intimidated in the perfonnance ofthe Trustee's duties because 
of the threats oflawsuits that might force the Trustee to pay fees and costs from the Trustee's personal 
resources. For this reason, !deliberately and intentionally waive any such conflict ofinterest with respect 
to any individual serving as Trustee so that he or she can hire counsel to defend himself or herself against 
allegations of wrongdoing or if sued for any reason (whether by a beneficiary or by someone else) and 
pay all fees and costs for his or her defense from the trust estate until the dispute is resolved. I understand 
and agree that a court may award, disallow or allocate fees and costs in whole or in part after the dispute 
is resolved, as provided by law. The Trustee will account for all such fees and costs paid by it as 
provided by law. This provision shall not apply to any Trustee that is a corporation or other entity. 

H. Compensation. Bond. Each Trustee is entitled to be paid reasonable compensation for 
services rendered in the administration of the trust. Reasonable compensation for a non-individual 
Trustee will be its published fee schedule in effect when its services are rendered unless otherwise 
agreed in writing, and except as follows. Any fees paid to a non-individual Trustee for making principal 
distributions, for tennination of the trust, and upon termination of its services must be based solely on 
the value of its services rendered, not on the value of the trust principal. During my lifetime the Trustee's 
fees are to be charged wholly against income (to the extent sufficient), unless directed otherwise by me 
in writing. Each Trustee shall serve without bond. 

I. Maintenance of Records. The Trustee shall maintain accurate accounts and records. 
It shall render annual statements of the receipts and disbursements of income and principal of a trust 
upon the written request ofany adult vested beneficiary of such trust or the guardian of the person ofany 
vested beneficiary and the approval of such beneficiary shall be binding upon all persons then or 
thereafter interested in such trust as to the matters and transactions shown on such statement. The 
Trustee may at any time apply for a judicial settlement of any account. No Trustee shall be required to 
file any statutory or other periodic accountings of the administration of a trust. 

J. Interested Trustee. The Trustee may act under this Agreement even if interested in 
these Trusts in an individual capacity, as a fiduciary of another trust or estate (including my estate) or 
in any other capacity. The Trustee may in good faith enter into a sale, encumbrance, or other transaction 
involving the investment or management of trust property for the Trustee's own personal account or 
which is otherwise affected by a conflict between the Trustee's fiduciary and personal interests, without 
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liability and without being voidable by a beneficiary. The Trustee is specifically authorized to make 
loans to, to receive loans from, or to sell, purchase or exchange assets in a transaction with (i) the 
Trustee's spouse, (ii) the Trustee's childien or grandchildren, siblings, parents, or spouses of such 
persons, (iii) an officer, director, employee, agent, or attorney of the Trustee, or (iv) a corporation, 
partnership, limited liability company, or other business entity in which the Trustee has a financial 
interest, provided that in any transaction the trusts hereunder receive fair and adequate consideration in 
money or money's worth. The Trustee may renounce any interest or expectancy of a trust in, or an 
opportunity to participate in, specified business opportunities or specified classes or categories of 
business opportunities that are presented to the Trustee. Such renunciation shall not prohibit the Trustee 
from participating in t!ie Trustee's individual capacity in such opportunity or expectancy. 

K. Third Parties. No one dealing with the Trustee need inquire into its authority or its 
application of property. 

L. Merger of Trusts. If the Trustee is also trustee of a trust established by myself or 
another person by will or trust agreement, the beneficiaries to whom income and principal may then be 
paid and then operative terms of which are substantially the same as those of a trust held under this 
Agreement, the Trustee in its discretion may merge either such trust into the other trust. The Trustee, 
in exercising its discretion, shall consider economy of administration, convenience to the beneficiaries, 
tax consequences and any other factor it considers important. If it is later necessary to reestablish the 
merged trust as separate trusts, it shall be divided proportionately to the value of each trust at the time 
of merger. 

M. Multiple Trustees. If two Trustees are serving at any time, any power or discretion of 
the Trustees may be exercised only by their joint agreement. Either Trustee may delegate to the other 
Trustee the authority to act on behalf of both Trustees and to exercise any power held by the Trustees. 
Jf more than two Trustees are serving at any time, and unless unanimous agreement is specifically 
required by the terms of this Trust Agreement, any power or discretion of the Trustees may be exercised 
only by a majority. The Trustees may delegate to any one or more of themselves the authority to act on 
behalf of all the Trustees and to exercise any power held by the Trustees. Trustees who consent to the 
delegation of authority to other Trustees will be liable for the consequences of the actions of those other 
Trustees as if the consenting Trustees had joined the other Trustees in performing those actions. A 
dissenting Trustee who did not consent to the delegation of authority to another Trustee and who has not 
joined in the exercise of a power or discretion cannot be held liable for the consequences of the exercise. 
A dissenting Trustee who joins only at the direction of the majority will not be liable for the 
consequences of the exercise ifthe dissent is expressed in writing delivered to any of the other Trustees 
before the exercise of that power or discretion. 

A. 
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I. Family Trust. I direct (a) that the Trustee shall divide any trust other than the 
Marital Trust to which there is allocated any OST exemption into two separate Trusts (each subject to 
the provisions of this Trust Agreement relating to the trust that is being divided) so that the generation
skipping tax inclusion ratio of one such trust is zero. 

2. Marital Trust. I direct that, if possible, (a) the Trustee shall divide the Marital 
Trust into two separate Marital Trusts (each subject to the provisions hereof concerning the Marital 
Trust) so that through allocation of my OST exemption remaining unallocated at my death and not 
otherwise allocated to transfers occurring at or by reason of my death (including allocations to the 
Family Trust), if any, the generation-skipping tax inclusion ratio of one such Marital Trust is zero (the 
OST Marital Trust), (b) my Personal Representative to exercise the election provided by Code Section 
2652(a)(3) as to the GST Marital Trust, and (c) that upon the death of my spouse the total amount 
recoverable by my spouse's estate from the property of the Marital Trusts under Code Section 2207 A 
shall first be recoverable in full from the non-OST Marital Trust to the extent thereof. 

3. Misc. I direct that (a) upon the death of the survivor of me and my spouse, any 
property then directed to be paid or distributed which constitutes a direct skip shall be paid first from 
property then exempt from generation-skipping taxation (by reason of the allocation of any GST 
exemption) to the extent thereof, (b) property exempt from generation-skipping taxation (by reason of 
the allocation of any OST exemption) and not directed to be paid or distributed in a manner which 
constitutes a direct skip shall be divided and distributed as otherwise provided herein and held for the 
same persons designated in Trusts separate from any property then also so divided which is not exempt 
from generation-skipping taxation, and (c) if upon the death of'a beneficiary a taxable termination would 
otherwise occur with respect to any property held in trust for him or her with an inclusion ratio greater 
than zero, such beneficiary shall have with respect only to such property a power to appoint such 
fractional share thereof which if included in such beneficiary's gross estate for federal estate tax purposes 
(without allowing any deduction with respect to such share) would not be taxed at the highest federal 
estate tax rate and such fractional share of such property shall be distributed to such persons including 
only such beneficiary's estate, spouse, and lineal descendants, in such estates, interests, and proportions 
as such beneficiary may, by a will specifically referring to this general power appoint, and any part of 
a trust such beneficiary does not effectively appoint shall be treated as otherwise provided for disposition 
upon his or her death, provided, if upon his or her death two or more Trusts for his or her benefit are 
directed to be divided among and held or distributed for the same persons and the generation-skipping 
tax inclusion ratio of any such trust is zero, the amount of any other such trust to which there is allocated 
any of such beneficiary's OST exemption shall be added to the Trusts with generation-skipping taK 
inclusion mtios of zero in equal shares. I request (but do not require) that if two or more Trusts are held 
hereunder for any person, no principal be paid to such person from the Trusts with the lower inclusion 
ratios for generation-skipping tax purposes unless the trust with the highest inclusion ratio has been 
exhausted by use, consumption, distribution, or otherwise or is not reasonably available. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Trust Agreement, for purposes of funding any pecuniary 
payment or trust division to which there is allocated any GST exemption, such payment or trust division 
allocation shall be satisfied with cash or property which fairly represents appreciation and depreciation 
(occurring between the valuation date and the date of distribution) in all of the assets from which such 
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distribution or allocation could be made, and any pecuniary payment i;nade before a residual transfer of 
property to which any GST exemption is allocated shall be satisfied with cash or property which fairly 
represents appreciation and depreciation (occurring between the valuation date and the date of 
distribution) in all of the assets from which such pecuniary payment could be satisfied and shall be 
allocated a pro rata share of income earned by all such assets between the valuation date and the date 
of payment. In regard to the division or severance of a trust hereunder, including the Marital Trust, such 
division or severance shall be made in a manner that all resulting trusts are recognized for purposes of 
Chapter 13 of the Code, including without limitation complying with the requirements of Treas.Regs. 
§26.2654-1 (b). Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the valuation date with respect to any 
property shall be the date as of which its value is determined for federal estate tax purposes with respect 
to the transferor thereof, and subject to the foregoing, property distributed in kind in satisfaction of any 
pecuniary payment shall be selected on the basis of the value of such property on the valuation date. All 
terms used in this Article which are defined or explained in Chapter 13 of the Code or the regulations 
thereunder shall have the same meaning when used herein. The Trustee is authorized and directed to 
comply with the provisions of the Treasury Regulations interpreting the generation skipping tax 
provisions of the Code in severing or combining any trust, creating or combining separate trust shares, 
allocating GST exemption, or otherwise, as necessary to best accomplish the foregoing allocations, 
inclusion ratios, combinations, and divisions, including, without limitation, the payment of"appropriate 
interest" as determined by the Trustee as that term is applied and used in said Regulations. 

B. Individual Retirement Accounts. In the event that this trust or any trust created under 
this Agreement is the beneficiary of an Individual retirement account established and maintained under 
Code Section 408 or a qualified pension, profit sharing or stock bonus plan established and maintained 
under Code Section 40 I (referred to in this paragraph as "IRA"), the following provisions shall apply 
to such trust: 

I. I intend that the beneficiaries of such trust shall be beneficiaries within the 
meaning of Code Section 40 I (a)(9) and the Treasury Regulations thereunder. All provisions of such trust 
shall be construed consistent with such intent. Accordingly, the following provisions shall apply to such 
trust: 

a. No benefits from any IRA may be used or applied for the payment of any 
debts, taxes or other claims against my estate as set forth in the later paragraph captioned "Taxes", unless 
other assets of this trust are not available for such payment. 

b. In the event that a beneficiary of any trust created under this Agreement 
has a testamentary general power of appointment or a limited power of appointment over all or any 
portion of any trust established under this Agreement, and if such trust is the beneficiary of any benefits 
from any IRA, the beneficiary shall not appoint any part of such trust t~ a charitable organization or to 
a lineal descendant of mine (or a spouse ofa lineal descendant of mine) who is older than the beneficiary 
whose life expectancy is being used to calculate distributions from such IRA. 
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2. The Trustee shall deliver a copy of this Agreement to the custodian of any IRA 
of which this trust or any trust created under this Agreement is the named beneficiary within the time 
period prescribed Code Section 401(a)(9) and the Treasury Regulations thereunder, along with such 
additional items required thereunder. Ifthe custodian of the IRA changes after a copy of this Agreement 
has been provided pursuant to the preceding sentence, the Trustee shall immediately provide a copy of 
this Agreement to the new custodian. The Trustee shall request each custodian to complete a receipt of 
the Agreement and shall attach such receipt to this Agreement. The Trustee shall provide a copy of each 
amendment of this Agreement to the custodian and shall obtain a receipt of such amendment. 

C. Gift Transfers Made From Trust During My Lifetime. l direct that all gift transfers 
made from the trust during my lifetime be treated for all purposes as if the gift property had been first 
withdrawn by (or distributed to) me and then transferred by me to the donees involved. Thus, in each 
instance, even where title to the gift property is transferred directly from the name of the trust (or its 
nominee) into the name of the donee, such transfer shall be treated forall purposes as first a withdrawal 
by (or distribution of the property to) me followed by a gift transfer of the property to the donee by me 
as donor, the Trustee making the actual transfer in my behalf acting as my attorney in fact, this paragraph 
being, to that extent, a power of attorney from me to the Trustee to make such transfer, which power of 
attorney shall not be affected by my Disability, incompetence, or incapacity. 

D. Death Costs. If upon my death the Trustee hold any United States bonds which may be 
redeemed at par in.payment offederal estate tax, the Trustee shall pay the federal estate tax due because 
of my death up to the amount of the par value of such bonds and interest accrued thereon at the time of 
payment. The Trustee shall also pay from the trust all of my following death costs, but if there is an 
acting executor, administrator or Personal Representative of my estate my Trustee shal I pay only such 
amounts of such costs as such executor, administrator or Personal Representative directs: 

I. my debts which are allowed as claims against my estate, 

2. my funeral expenses without regard to' legal limitations, 

3. the expenses of administering my estate, 

4. the balance of the estate, inheritance and other death taxes (excluding 
generation-skipping transfer taxes unless arising from direct skips), and interest and penalties thereon, 
due because of my death with respect to all property whether or not passing under my Will or this 
Agreement (other than property over which I have a power of appointment granted to me by another 
person, and qualified terminable interest property which is not held in a trust that was subject to an 
election under Code Section 2652(a)(3) at or about the time of its funding) and life insurance proceeds 
on policies insuring my life which proceeds are not held under this trust or my probate estate at or by 
reason of my death), and 
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The Trustee may make any such payment either to my executor, administrator or Personal 
Representative or directly to the proper party. The Trustee shall not be reimbursed for any such payment, 
and is not responsible for the correctness or application of the amounts so paid at the direction of my 
executor, administrator, or Personal Representative. The Trustee shall not pay any of such death costs 
with any asset which would not otherwise be included in my gross estate for federal or state estate or 
inheritance tax purposes, or with any asset which otherwise cannot be so used, such as property received 
under a limited power of appointment which prohibits such use. Further, no payment ofany such death 
costs shall be charged against or paid from the tangible personal property disposed of pursuant to the 
prior paragraph captioned "Disposition of Tangible Personal Property" nor from the Marital Trust. 

E. Marital Trust. l intend the maximum obtainable reduction of federal estate tax due by 
reason of my death by use of the federal estate tax marital deduction, and qualification of all property 
of the Marital Trust for the marital deduction. This Agreement shall be construed and all powers shall 
be exercised consistent with such intent. For example, the Trustee shall not allocate any receipt to 
principal or any disbursement to income if such allocation understates the net income of the Marital 
Trust under Florida law; and upon the written demand of my spouse, the Trustee shall convert 
unproductive orunderproductive property of said trust into productive property with in a reasonable time 
notwithstanding any other provision hereunder. The foregoing not withstanding, if my spouse survives 
me but dies within six months after my death, the Marital Trust provided in Subparagraph Il.B will be 
reduced to that amount, if any, required to obtain for my estate an estate tax marital deduction resulting 
in the lowest combined estate taxes in my estate and my spouse's estate, on the assumption that my 
spouse died after me on the date of my death, that my spouse's estate is valued on the same date and in 
the same manner as my estate is valued for federal estate tax purposes, and that elections in my spouse's 
estate were made that would be consistent with minimizing taxes. The purpose of this provision is to 
equalize, insofar as possible, our estates for federal estate tax purposes, based on the above assumptions. 

F. Subchapter S Stock. Regardless ofanylhing herein to the contrary, in the event that after 
my death the principal of a trust includes stock in a corporation for which there is a valid election to be 
treated under the provisions ofSubchapter S of the Code, the income beneficiary of such a trust is a U.S. 
citizen or U.S. resident for federal income tax purposes, and such trust is not an "electing small business 
trust" under Code Section 1361 (e)(I) in regard to that corporation, the Trustee shall (a) hold such stock 
as a substantially separate and independent share of such trust within the meaning of Code Section 
663(c), which share shall otherwise be subject to all of the terms of this Agreement, (b) distribute all of 
the income of such share to the one income beneficiary thereof in annual or more frequent installments, 
( c) upon such beneficiary's death, pay all accrued or undistributed income of such share to the 
beneficiary's estate, (d)distribute principal from such share during the lifetime of the income beneficiary 
only to such beneficiary, notwithstanding any powers of appointment' granted to any person including 
the income beneficiary, and (e) otherwise administer such share in a manner that qualifies it as a 
"qualified Subchapter S trust" as that term is defined in Code Section: 1361 (d)(3), and shall otherwise 
manage and administer such share as provided under this Agreement to the extent not inconsistent with 
the foregoing provisions of this paragraph. 
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G. Residence as Homestead. Regardless of anything herein to the contrary, while any 
residential real property located in Florida is owned by a trust, I, or my spouse ifl am not then living and 
such trust is the Marital Trust, shall have the right to use, possess and occupy such residence as a 
personal residence so that such right shall constitute a possessory right in such real property within the 
meaning of Florida Statute Section 196.041. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Trust Agreement on the date 
first above written. 

This instrument was signed by SIMON L. BE STEIN in our presence, and at the request of 
and in the presence of SIMON L. BERNSTEIN and each other, we subscribe our names as witnesses 
on this D f::::1.r-, , 2008: 

ti 
Print Name: TR.It(! kll'tn f/.J 
Address: /6o6!t Ct£11JCl<e-fr Ibis 

n F' 339"'6 ¥t.ew i?f'Af'lf. ~ 5~U E'ARKbMlfl, "" T 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
SS. 

COUNTY OF PALM BEACH 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this W day of ~ 
by SIMON L. BERNSTEIN.m>lllllA 

NOTJlliY PUBUC.STATE Qf 
• ......... :.. Kimberly Mo7~70 ;~ ',commissl•n#DD 2 
',"!J/¥1.} EJ<pires: APR. 28, 101 

;,.,. .. ~,,. ATt.JaNTlC B0NDlNGC0., 1NC. 
110NDED 11111.U Signature - Notary Public-State of Plotida 

[Seal with Commission Expiration Date] 

Print, type or stamp name of Nolaty l'ublic 

Personally Known __ / ___ or Produced Identification ___ _ 

'2008, 

Type ofldentification Produced------'--------------------

f:\wrDATAldrt\llem>!cin, Shirlq & Simon\2008 Eoh1.1c: Pbiinr>ln5\Sim;;>n L, Do;r11$ICi11 TrU>tAJ:!lo:i:mOllL,wpd [US U;24 I~ 08) 
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. . . 
' . . ' ' 

ATTACHMENT 

The following properly has been delivered in trust under this Agreement: 

One Dollar ($1.00) Cash 

During my life, the Trustee has no duty to maintain, invest, review, insure, account for, or any 
other responsibility with respect to trust properly other than income producing property, or any duty to 
pay premiums on life insurance payable to the trust, and shall receive no fee for its services as Trustee 
based on any trust properly other than income producing prope 
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Prepared by: 

Tescher 4, Spallina, P. A. 
4855 Technology Way, Suite 720, Boca Raton, Florida 33431 

(561) 997-7008 
wvnv. tescherspallina. corn 
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SIMON L. SKRNSTKIN 

AMENDED AND RESTATED TRUST AGRKKMKNT 

This Amended and Restated Trust Agreement is dated this + day of, 2012, 
and is between SIMON I . BERNSTEIN, of Palm Beach County, I. lorida referre t in the irst person, 
as settlor, and SIMON L. BERNS1 EIN, of Palm Beach County, Florida and SI L. B RNSTEIN's 
successors, as trustee (referred to as the "Trustee, " which term more particularly refers to all individuals 
and entities serving as trustee of a trust created hereunder during the time of such service, whether alone 
or as co-trustees, and whether originally serving or as a successor trustee). 

WHEREAS, on May 20, 2008, I created and funded the SIMON L. BERNSTEIN TRUEST 
AGREEMENT {the "Trus jAgreernenf, " which reference includes any subsequent amendments of said 
trust agreement); 

WHEREAS, Paragraph A. of Article I. of said Trust Agreement provides, inter alia, that during 

my lifetime I shall have the right at any time and from time to time by an instrument, in writing, 
delivered to the Trustee to amend or revoke said Trust Agreement, in who)e or in pait. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I hereby amend and restate the Trust Agreement in its entirety and the 
Trustee accepts and agrees to perform its duties and obligations in accordance with the following 
amended provisions. Notwithstanding any deficiencies in execution or other issues in regard to whether 
any prior version of this Trust Agreement was a valid and binding agreement or otherwise created an 
effective trust, this amended and restated agreement shall constitute a valid, binding and effective trust 
agreement and shall amend and succeed all prior versions described above or otherwise predating this 
amended and restated Trust Agreement. 

ARTICLE I. DURING MY LIFE AND UPON MY DEATH 

A. Ri hts Reserved. I reserve the right (a) to add property to this trust during my life or on 

my death, by my Will or otherwise; (b) to withdraw property held hereunder; and (c) by separate written 
instrument delivered to the Trustee, to revoke this Agreement in whole or in part and otherwise modify 
or amend this Agreement. 

8. Pa-mettts Durin M Life. If income producing property is held in the trust during my 
life, the Trustee shall pay the net income of the trust to me or as I may direct. However, during any 
periods while I am Disabled, the Trustee shallpay to me or on my behalf such amounts of the net income 
and principal of the trust as is proper for my Welfare. Any income not so paid shall be added to 
principal. 
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amounts due to the trust under any insurance policy on my life or under any death benefit plan and all 

property added to the trust by my Will or otherwise. After paying or providing for the payment from the 

augmented trust of all current charges and any amounts payable under the later paragraph captioned 
"Death Costs, " the Trustee shall hold the trust according to the following provisions. 

ARTICLE II. AFTER MY DEATIX 

A. Dis ositiou of Tan ihle Personal Pro er, If any non-business tangible personal 

property other than cash (including, but not limited to, my personal effects, jewelry, collections, 
household furnishings, and equipment, and automobiles) is held in the trust at the time of my death, such 
items shall be promptly distributed by the Trustee of the trust to such person or persons, including my 
estate, as to the item or items or proportion specified, as I may appoint, and to the extent that any such 
items are not disposed of by such appointment, such item's shall be disposed ofby the Trustee of the trust 
in exactly the same manner as such items would have been disposed of under the terms and provisions 
of my Will(including any Codicil thereto, or what thc Trustee in good faith believes to be such Will and 

Codicil) had such items been included in my probate estate. Any such items which are not effectively 
disposed of pursuant to the preceding sentence shall pass with the other trust assets. 

B. Dis osition ofTrustU on M Death. Uponmydeath, theremainingassets in thistrust 
shall be divided among and held in separate Trusts for my then living grandchildren. Each of my 
grandchildren for. whom a separate trust is held hereunder shall hereinafter be referred to as a 
"beneficiary" with the separate Trusts to be administered as provided in Subparagraph I II, C. 

C. Trusts for Beneficiaries. The Trustee shall pay to the beneficiary and the beneficiary's 
children, such amounts of the net income and principal of such beneficial's trust as is proper for the 
Welfare of such individuals. Any income not so paid shall be added to principal each year. After a 
beneficiary has reached any one or more of the following birthdays, the beneficiary may withdraw the 
principal ofhis or her separate trust at any time or times, not to exceed in the aggregate ]/3 in value after 
the beneficiary's 25th birthday, 1/2 in value (after deducting any amount previously subject to 
withdrawal but not actually withdrawn) after the beneficiary's 30th birthday, and the balance aAer the 
beneficiary's 35th birthday, provided that the withdrawal powers described in this sentence shall not 

apply to any grandchild of mine as beneficiary of a separate trust. The value of each trust shall be its 
value as of the first exercise of each withdrawal right, plus the value of any subsequent addition as of 
the date of addition. The rightof withdrawal shall be aprivilege which may be exercised only voluntarily 
and shall not include an involuntary exercise. If a beneficiary dies with assets remaining in his or her 
separate trust, upon the beneficiary's death the beneficiary may appoint his or her trust to or for the 
benefit of one or more of any of my lineal descendants (excluding fi. om said class, however, such 
beneficiary and such beneficiary's creditors, estate, and creditors of such beneficiary's estate). Any part 
of his or her trust such beneficiary does not effectively appoint shall upon his or her death be divided 

among and held in separate Trusts for the following persons: 
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1. for his or her lineal descendants then living, per stirpes; or 

2. if he or she leaves no lineal descendant then living, per stirpes for the lineal 

descendants then living of his or her nearest ancestor (among me and my lineal descendants) with a 
lineal descendant then living. 

A trust for a lineal descendant of mine shall be held under this paragraph, or if a trust is then so held, 
shall be added to such trust. 

D. Termination of Small Trust. If at any time ~fter my death in the opinion of the Trustee 
a separate trust holds assets of a value of less than $50, 000. 00 and is too small to justify the expense of 
its retention, and termination of such trust is in the best interests of its current income beneficiary, the 
Trustee in its discretion may terminate such trust and pay it to said beneficiary. 

provisions of this Agreement, it shall be paid, as a gift made hereunder, to such persons and in such 
shares as such property would be distributed if I had then owned such property and had then died 

solvent, unmarried and intestate domiciled in the State of Florida, according to the laws of inheritance 
of the State of Florida then in effect. 

II'. Protective Provision. No beneficiary of any trust herein created shall have any right or 
power to anticipate, transfer, pledge, sell, alienate, assign or encumber in any way his or her interest in 

the income or principal of such trust. Furthermore, no creditor shall have the right to attach, lien, seize 
or levy upon the interest of a beneficiary in this trust (other than myself) and such interest shall not be 
liable for or subject to the debts, liabilities or obligations of any such beneficiary or any claims against 
such beneficiary (whether voluntarily or involuntarily created), and the Trustee shall pay directly to or 
for the use or benefit of such beneficiary all income and principal to which such beneficiary is entitled, 
notwithstanding that such beneficiary has executed a pledge, assignment, encumbrance or in any other 
manner alienated or transferr ed his or her beneficial interest in the trust to another. This paragraph shall 

not preclude the effective exercise of any power of appointment granted herein or the exercise of any 
disclaimer. 

G. Maximum Duration. Regardless of anything in this Agreement to the contrary, no trust 
interest herein created shall continue beyond three hundred sixty (360) years after the date of cieation 
of this Agreement, nor shall any power of appointment be exercised in such manner so as to delay 
vesting of any trust beyond such period, Immediately prior to the expiration of such period, all such 
trusts then in existence shall terminate, and the assets thereof shall be distributed outright and in fee to 
then beneficiaries of the current income and in the proportions in -which such persons are the 
beneficiaries, and if such proportions cannot be asceitained, then equally among such beneficiaries. 

ARTICLE III. GENERAL 
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i~yisabiti . Subject tothe following Subparagraph capttoned "Subchapter S Stock, " while 

any beneficiary is Disabled, the Trustee shall pay to him or her only such portion of the income to which 

he or she is otherwise entitled as is proper for his or her %elfare, and any income not so paid shall be 
added to the principal fiom which derived. While any beneficiary is Disabled, income or principal 

payable to him or her may, in the discretion of the Trustee, be paid directly to him or her, without the 
intervention of a guardian, directly to his or her creditors or others for his or her sole benefit or to an 

adult person or an eligible institution (including the Trustee) selected by the Trustee as custodian for a 

minor beneficiary under the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act or similar law, The receipt of such payee 
is a complete release to the Trustee. 

8. Timin of Income Bistribiitious. The Trustee shall make required payments of income 
at! east quarterly. 

C. Substauce Abuse. 

1. In General, If the Trustee reasonably believes that a beneficiary (other than 

myself)of any trust: 

a. routinely or frequently uses or consumes any illegal substance so as to 
be physically or psychologically dependent upon that substance, or 

b. is clinically dependent upon the use or consumption of alcohol or any 
other legal drug or chemical substance that is not prescribed by a board certified medical doctor or 
psychiatrist in a current program of treatment supervised by such doctor or psychiatrist, 

and if the Trustee reasonably believes that as a resu]t the beneficiary is unable to care for himself or 
herself, or is unable to manage his or her financial affairs, aII mandatory distributions (including 
distributions upon termination of the trust) to the beneficiary, all of the beneficiary's withdrawal rights, 
and all of the beneficiary's rights to participate in decisions concerning the removal and appointment of 
Trustees will be suspended. In that event, the following provisions ofthis Subparagraph III. C will apply. 

2. ~Testin . The Trustee may request the beneficiary to submit to one or more 
examinations (including laboratory tests of bodily fluids) determined to be appropriate by a board 
certified medical doctor and to consent to full disclosure to the Trustee of the results of all such 
examinations. The Trustee shalI maintain strict confidentiality of those results and shall not disclose 
those results to any person other than thc beneficiary without the prior written permission of the 
beneficiary. The Trustee may totally or partial Iy suspend al I distributions otherwise required or perm itted 

to be made to that beneficiary until the beneficiary consents to the examination and disclosure to the 
Trustee. 

3. Treatment. If, in the opinion of the examining doctor, the examination indicates 
current or recent use of a drug or substance as described above, the examining doctor will determine an 
appropriate method of treatment for the beneficiary (for example, counseling or treatment on an 
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in-patient basis in a rehabilitation facility) that is acceptable to the Trustee. If the beneficiary consents 

to the treatment, the Trustee shall pay the costs of treatinent directly to fhe provider of those services 

fiom the distributions suspended under this Subparagraph Ill. C. 

4. Resum tion of Distributions. The Trustee may resume other distributions to the 
beneficiary (and the beneficiary's other suspended rights will be restored) when, in the case of use or 
consumption of an illegal substance, examinations indicate no such use for 12 months and, in all cases, 
when the Trustee in its discretion determines that the beneficiary is able to care for himself or herself 
and is able to manage his or her financial affairs. 

5. Dis ositionofSus endedAmounts, Whenotherdistributionstothebeneficiary 
are resumed, the remaining balance, if any, of distributions that were suspended may be distributed to 
the beneficiary at that time. If the beneficiary dies before distribution of those suspended amounts, the 
Trustee shall distribute the balance of the suspended amounts to the persons who would be the alternate 
takers of that beneficiary's share (or takers through the exercise of a power of appointment) as otherwise 
provided in this Trust Agreement. 

6. Exoneration. No Trustee (or any doctor retained by the Trustee) will be 
responsible or liable to anyone for a beneficiary's actions or welfare. The Trustee has no duty to inquire 

whether a beneficiary uses drugs or other substances as described in this Subparagraph I II. C. The Trustee 
(and any doctor retained by the Trustee) is to be indemnified from the trust estate and held harmless 
from any liability of any nature in exercising its judgment and authority under this Subparagraph III. C, 
inciuding any failure to request a beneficiary to submit to medical examination, and including a decision 
to distribute suspended amounts to a beneficiary. 

7. Tax Savin s Provision. Despite the provisions of this Subparagraph I! I. C, the 
Trustee cannot suspend any mandatory distributions or withdrawal rights that are required for that trust 
to become or remain a Qualified Subchapter S Trust (unless the Trustee elects for the trust to be an 
Electing SmaIl Business Trust), or to qualify for any federal transfer tax exemption, deduction, or 
exclusion allowable with respect to that trust, 

D. Income on Death of Beneficia . Subject to the later paragraph captioned "Subchapter 
S Stock, " and except as otherwise explicitly provided herein, upon the death of any beneficiary, all 
accrued or undistributed income of such deceased beneficiary's trust shall pass with the principal ofhis 
or her trust but shall remain income for trust accounting purposes. 

K. Definitions. In this Agreement, 

l. Children Lineal Descendants. The terms "child, " "children, " "grandchild, " 
"grandchildren" and "hneul descendant" mean only persons whose relationship to the ancestor 
designated is created entirely by or through (a) legitimate births occurring during the marriage of the 
joint biological parents to each other, (b) children born of female lineal descendants, and (c) children 
and their lineal descendants arising from surrogate births and/or third party donors when (i) the child is 
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raised fiom or near the time ofbirth by a married couple (other than a same sex married couple) through 

the pendency of such marriage, (ii) one of such couple is the designated ancestor, and (iii) to the best 
knowledge of the Trustee both members of such couple participated in the decision to have such child. 
No such child or lineal descendant loses his or her status as such through adoption by another person. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, for all purposes of this Trust and the dispositions made hereunder, my 
children, TED S. BERNSTEIN, PAMELA B. SIMON, ELIOT BERNSTEIN, JILL IANTONI and LI SA 
S, FRIEDSTEIN, shall be deemed to have predeceased me as I have adequately provided for them during 

my lifetime. 

2, Code. "Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and in 

referring to any particular provision of the Code, includes a reference to any equivalent or successor 
provision of a successor federal tax law. 

3. Disabled. "Disabled" or being under "Disability" means, as to any applicable 
individual: (I) being under the age of 21 years, (2) having been adjudicated by a court of competent 
jurisdiction as mentally or physically incompetent or unable to manage his or her own property or 
personal affairs (or a substantially similar finding under applicable state or national law), or (3} being 
unable to properly manage his or her personal or financial affairs, or a trust estate hereunder as to a 
Trustee hereunder, because of a mental or physical impairment (whether temporary or permanent in 

nature). A written certificate executed by an individual's attending physician or attending psychiatrist 
confirming that person's impairment will be sufficient evidence of Disability under item (3) above, and 
all persons may rely conclusively on such a certificate. 

4. Education. The term "education" herein means vocational, primary, secondary, 
preparatory, theological, college and professional education, including post-graduate courses of study, 
at educational institutions or elsewhere, and expenses relating directly thereto, including tuition, books 
and supplies, room and board, and travel fi. om and to home during school vacations. It is intended that 
the Trustee liberally construe and interpret references to "education, " so that the beneficiaries entitled 
to distributions hereunder for education obtain the best possible education commensurate with their 
abilities and desires. 

5. Needs and We]fare Distributions. Payments to be made for a person's "Needs" 
means payments necessary for such person's health (including lifetime residential or nursing home care), 
education, maintenance and support. Payments to be made for a person's "8'elfare" means discretionary 
payments by the Trustee, from time to time, for such person's Needs and also for such person' s 
advancement in life (including assistance in the purchase of a home or establishment or development 
of any business or professional enterprise which the Trustee believes to be reasonably sound), happiness 
and general we/1-being. However, the Trustee, based upon information reasonably available to it, shall 
make such payments for a person's Needs or Welfare only to the extent such person's income, and funds 
available from others obligated to supply funds for such purposes (including, without limitation, pursuant 
to child support orders and agreements), are insufficient in its opinion for such purposes, and shall take 
into account such person's accustomed manner of living, age, health, marital status and any other factor 
it considers important. Income or principal to be paid for a person's Needs or. Welfare may be paid to 
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such individual or applied by the Trustee directly for the benefit of such person. The Trustee may make 

a distribution or application authorized for a person's Needs or Welfaie even if suck distribution or 

application substantially depletes or exhausts such person's trust, without, any duty upon the Trustee to 
retain it for future use or for other persons who might otherwise benefit fiom such trust. 

6. p~er Stir es. In a division "per srr'rpes' eaoh generation shall be represented and 

counted whether or not it has a living member. 

7. Related or Subordinate Part . A "Related or Subordinate Party" to a trust' 

describes a beneficiary of the subject trust or a related or subordinate party to a beneficiary of the trust 
as the terms "related or subordinate party" are defined under Code Section 672(c). 

8. S~ouse. A person's "spouse" includes only a spouse then married to and living 

as husband and wife with him or her, or a spouse who was married to and living as husband and wife 
with him or her at his or. her death. The following rules apply to each person who is a beneficiary or a 
permissible appointee under this Trust Agreement and who is married to a descendant of mine. Such a 
person will cease to be a beneficiary and will be excluded from the class ofpermissible appointees upon: 

or after my death), or 
a, the legal termination of the marriage to my descendant (whether before 

b. the death of my descendant if a dissolution of marriage proceeding was 
pending when he or she died. 

The trust wi11 be admimstered as if that person had died upon the happening of the terminating event 
desci ibed above, 

9. Gender Number. Where appropriate, words of any gender include all genders 
and the singular and plural are interchangeable. 

F. Powers of A ointment. Property subject to a power of appointment shall be paid to, 
or retained by the Trustee or paid to any trustee under any will or trust agreement for the benefit of, such 
one or more permissible appointees, in such amounts and proportions, granting such interests, powers 
and powers of appointment, and upon such conditions including spendthrift provisions as the holder of 
such power (i) in the case of a power exercisable upon the death of such holder, appoints in his or her 
will or in a trust agreement revocable by him or her until his or her death, or (ii) in the case of a power 
exercisable during the life of such holder, appoints in a written instruinent signed by such holder, two 
witnesses and a notary public, but in either case only if such will, trust agreement, or instrument 
specifically refers to such power. 

G. I. imitations on Powers of Trustee. Regardless of anything herein to the contrary, no 
Trustee shall make or participate in making any distribution of income or principal of a trust to or for 
the benefit of a beneficiary which would directly or indirectly discharge any legal obligation of such 
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Trustee or a donor of such trust (as an individual, and other than myself as donor) to support such 

beneficiaigi; and no 1 rustee (other than myself) shall. make or participate in making any discretionary 
distribution of income or principal to or for the'benefit of himself or herself other than for his or her 

Needs, including by reason of a determination to terminate a trust described herein, For example, if a 
Trustee (other than myself) has the power to distribute income or principal to himself or herself for his 

or her own Welfare, such Trustee (the "restricted Trustee" ) shall only have the power to make or 
pai'ticipate in making a distribution of income or principal to the restricted Trustee for the restricted 
Trustee's Needs, although any co-Trustee who is not also a restricted Trustee may make or participate 
in making a distribution of income or principal to the restricted Trustee for such restricted Trustee's 

Welfare without the participation or consent of said restricted Trustee. 

H. Presum tion of Sun ivorshi . If any person shall be required to survive another person 
in order to take any interest under this Agreement, the former person shall be deemed to have 

predeceased the latter person, if such persons die under circumstances which make it difficult or 
impracticable to determine which one died first, 

, This Agreement is governed by the law of the State of Florida. 

J. Other Beneficiar Desi nations. Except as otherwise explicitly and with particularity 
provided herein, (a) no provision of this trust shall revoke or modify any beneficiary designation of mine 
made by me and not revoked by me prior to my death under any individual retirement account, other 
retirement plan or account, or annuity or insurance contract, (b) 1 hereby reaffirm any such beneficiary 
designation such that any assets held in such account, plan, or contract shall pass in accordance with 

such designation, and (c) regardless of anything herein to the contrary, any of such assets which would 
otherwise pass pursuant to this trust due to the beneficiary designation not having met the requirements 
for a valid testamentary disposition under applicable law or otherwise shall be paid as a gift made 
hereunder to the persons and in the manner provided in such designation which is incorporated herein 

by this reference. 

K. Release of Medical Information. 

1. Disabilit of Benefici . Upon the written request of a Trustee (with or without 
the concurrence of co-Trustees) issued to any current income or principal beneficiary (including 
discretionary beneficiaries and myself if a beneficiary) for whom a determination of Disability is relevant 
to the administration of a trust hereunder and for whom a Trustee (with or without the concurrence of 
co-Trustees) desires to make such a determination, such beneficiary shall issue to all Trustees (who shall 

be identified thereon both by name to the extent known and by class description) a valid authorization 
under the Health insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and any other applicable or 
successor law authorizing all health care providers and all medical sources of such requested beneficiary 
to release protected health information of the requested beneficiary to all Trustees that is relevant to the 
determination of the Disability of the requested beneficiary as Disability is defined hereunder. The 
period of each such valid authorization shall be for six months (or the earlier death of the requested 
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beneficiary), If such beneficiary (or his or her legal representative if such beneficiary is a minor or 
legally disabled) refuses within thirty days of receipt of the iequest to provide a valid authorization, or 
at any time revokes an authorization within its term, the Trustee shall treat such beneficiary as Disabled 
hereunder until such valid au'thorization is delivered. 

2. Disabilit of Trustee. Upon the request to a Trustee that is an individual by (a) 
a co-Trustee, or if none, {b) the person or entity next designated to serve as a successor Trustee not under 

legal incapacity, or if none, (c) any adult current income or principal beneficiary not under legal 
incapacity, or in any event and at any time (d) a court of competent jurisdiction, such Trustee shall issue 
to such person and all persons, courts of competent jurisdiction, and entities (who shall be identified 
thereon both by name to the extent known and by class description), with authority hereunder to 
determine such requested Trustee's Disability, a valid authorization under the IIeaith Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and any other applicable or successor law authorizing all 
health care providers and all medical sources of such requested Trustee to release protected health 
information of the requested Trustee to such persons, courts and entities, that is relevant to the 
determination of the Disability of the requested Trustee as Disability is defined hereunder. The period 
of each such valid authorization shaH be for six months (or the earlier death or resignation of the 
requested Trustee). I f such requested Trustee refuses within thirty days of receipt of the request to deliver 
a valid authorization, or at any time revokes an authorization within its term, such requested Trustee 
shall thereupon be treated as having resigned as Trustee hei eunder, 

3. Abilit to Amend or Revoke. The foregoing provisions of this paragraph shal! 
not constitute a restriction on myself to amend or revoke the terms of this trust instrument under 

paragraph 1. A hereof, provided I otherwise have legal capacity to do so. 

4. Authorization to Issue Certificate. All required authorizations underthis 
paragraph shall inc)ude the power of a physician or psychiatrist to issue a written certificate to the 
appropriate persons or entities as provided in Subparagraph 111. 1=. . . 3 hereof. 

ARTICLE IV. FIOUCIARIKS 

A. Powers of the Trustee. During my life except while I am Disabled, the Trustee shall 
exercise all powers provided by law and the following powers, other than the power to retain assets, only 
with my written approval. While I am Disabled and after my death, the Trustee shall exercise said 
powers without approval, provided that the Trustee shall exercise all powers in a fiduciary capacity. 

1. Investments, 'I'o sell or exchange at public or private sale and on credit or 
otherwise, with or without security, and to lease for any term or perpetually, any property, real and 
personal, at any time forming a part of the trust estate (the "esjete"); to grant and exercise options to buy 
or sell; to invest or reinvest in real or personal property of every kind, description and location; and to 
receive and retain any such property whether originally a part of any trust herein created or subsequently 
acquired, even if the Trustee is personally interested in such property, and without liability for any 
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decline in the value thereof; all without limitation by any statutes or judicial decisions whenever enacted 

or announced, regulating investments or requiring diversification of investments, it being my intention 

to give the broadest investment powers and discretion to the Trustee. Any bank, trust coinpany, or other 

corporate trustee serving hereunder as Trustee is authorized to invest in its own common trust funds. 

2. S ecial-Investments. The Trustee is expressly authorized (but not directed) to 
retain, make, hold, and dispose of investments not regarded as traditional for trusts, including interests 

or investments in privately held business and investment entities and enterprises, including without 
limitation stock in closely held corporations, limited paitnership interests, joint venture interests, mutual 

funds, business trust interests, and limited liability company membership interests, notwithstanding (a) 
any applicable prudent investor rule or variation thereof, (b) common law or statutory diversification 
requirements (it being my intent that no such duty to diversify shall exist) (c) a lack of current cash flow 
therefrom, (d) the presence of any risk or speculative elements as compared to other available 
investments (it being my intent that the Trustee have sole and absolute discretion in determining what 

constitutes acceptable risk and what constitutes proper investment strategy), (e) lack of a reasonable rate 
of return, (f) risks to the preservation of principal, {g) violation of a Trustee's duty of impartiality as to 
different beneficiaries (it being my intent that no such duty exists for this purpose), and (h) similar 
limitations on investment under this Agreement or undet law pertaining to investments that may or 
should be made by a Trustee (including without limitation the provisions of Fla, Stats. . (518. 11 and 

successor provisions thereto that would characterize such investmentsas forbidden, imprudent, improper 
or unlawful). The Trustee shall not be responsible to any trust created hereunder or the benericiaries 
thereof for any loss resulting from any such authorized investment, including without limitation loss 
engendered by the higher risk element of that particular entity, investment, or enterprise, the failure to 
invest in more conservative investments, the failure to diversify trust assets, the prudent investor rule 
or variant thereof. Notwithstanding any provisions for distributions to beneficiaries hereunder, if the 
Trustee determines that the future potential investment return from any illiquid or closely held 
investment asset warrants the retention of that investment asset or that sufficient value could not be 
obtained from the sale or other disposition of an illiquid or closely held investment asset, the Testee is 
authorized to retain that asset and if necessary reduce the distributions to beneficiaries due to lack of 
sufficient liquid or marketable assets. However, the preceding provisions of this Subparagraph shall not 
be exercised in a manner as to jeopardize the availability of the estate tax marital deducti on for assets 
passing to or held in the a trust for my surviving spouse or that would otherwise qualify for the estate 
tax marital deduction but for such provisions, shall not override any express powers hereunder of my 
surviving spouse to demand conversion of unproductive propeity to productive property, or reduce any 
income distributions othenvise required hereunder for a trust held for the benefit of my surviving spouse 
or a "qualified subchapter S trust" as that term is defined in Code Section 1361{d)(3). 

3. Distributions. To make any division or distribution pro rata or non-pro rata, in 
cash or in kind, and to allocate undivided interests in propei+ and dissimilar property (without regard 
to its tax basis) to different shares. 
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4. ~Mana ement. To manage, develop, intprove, partition or change the character 
of an asset or interest in propeity at any time; and to make ordinary and extraordinary repairs, 
replacements, alterations and improvements, structural or otherwise. 

5. ~Eorrowin . To borrow money from anyone on commercially reasonable terms, 
including entities owned in whole or in pait by the trust, a Trustee, beneficiaries and other persons who 

may have a direct or indirect interest in a Trust; and to mortgage, margin, encumber and pledge real and 

personal property of a trust as security for the payment thereof, without incurring any personal liability 
thereon and to do so for a term within or extending beyond the terms ofthe trust and to renew, modify 
or extend existing borrowing on similar or different terms and with the same or different security without 
incurring any personal liability; and such borrowing fi'om a Trustee may be with or without interest, and 

may be secured with a lien on trust assets. 

6. ~Lendin . To extend, modify or waive the terms of any obligation, bond or 
mortgage at any time forming a pait of a trust and to foreclose any such mortgage; accept a conveyance 
of encumbered property, and take title to the property securing it by deed in lieu of foreclosure or 
otherwise and to satisfy or not satisfy the indebtedness securing said property; to protect or redeem any 
such propeity from forfeiture for nonpayment of taxes or other lien; generally, to exercise as to such 
bond, obligation or mortgage all powers that an absolute owner might exercise; and to loan funds to 
beneficiaries at commercially reasonable rates, terms and conditions. 

7. Abandonment of Pro ert, To abandon any property or asset when it is valueless 
or so encumbered or in such condition that it is of no benefit to a trust, To abstain fi om the payment of 
taxes, liens, rents, assessments, or repairs on such property and/or permit such propeity to be lost by tax 
sale, foreclosure or other proceeding or by conveyance for nominal or no consideration to anyone 
including a charity or by escheat to a state; all without personal liability incurred therefor. 

8. Real Pro eit Matters. To subdivide, developorpartitionreal estate;to purchase 
or sell real property and to enter into contracts to do the same; to dedicate the same to public use; to 
make or obtain the location of any plats; to adjust boundaries; to adjust differences in valuations on 
exchange or partition by giving or receiving consideration; and, to grant easements with or without 
consideration as the fiduciaries may determine; and to demolish any building, structures, walls and 
improvements, or to erect new buildings, structures, walls and improvements and to insure against fire 
and other risks; and to protect and conserve, or to lease, or to encumber, or otherwise to manage and 
dispose of real property to the extent such power is not otherwise granted herein or oI herwise restricted 
herein. 

9. Claims. To enforce, compromise, adjust, arbitrate, release or otherwise settle or 
pay any claims or demands by or against a trust. 

10. Business Entities. To deal with any business entity or enterprise even if a Trustee 
is or may be a fiduciary of or own interests in said business entity or enterprise, whether operated in the 
form of a corporation, paitnership, business trust, limited liability company, joint venture, sole 
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proprietorship, or other form {all of which business entities and enterprises are referred to herein as 

"Business Entities" ). I vest the Trustee with the following powers and authority in regard to Business 
Entities: 

a. To retain and continue to operate a Business Entity for such period as the 
Trustee deems advisable; 

b. To control, direct and manage the Business Entities. In this connection, the 
Trustee, in its sole discretion, shall deterrhine the manner and extent of its active participation in the 
operation and may delegate all or any part of its power to supervise and operate to such person or 
persons as the Trustee may select, including any associate, partner, officer or employee of the Business 
Entity; 

c. To hire and discharge officers and employees, fix their compensation and 

define their duties; and similarly to employ, compensate and discharge agents, attorneys, consultants, 
accountants, and such other representatives as the Trustee may deem appropriate; including the right to 
employ any beneficiary or fiduciary in any of the foregoing capacities; 

d. To invest funds in the Business Entities, to pledge other assets of a trust as 
security for loans made to the Business Entities, and to lend funds from a trust to the Business Entities; 

e. To organize one or more Business Entities under the laws of this or any othei 
state or country and to transfer thereto all or any part of the Business Entities or other property of a trust, 
and to receive in exchange such stocks, bonds, partneiship and member interests, and such other 
securities or interests as the Trustee may deem advisable; 

f, To treat Business Entities as separate from a trust. In a Trustee's accounting 
to any beneficiary, the Trustee shall only be required to report the earnings and condition of the Business 
Entities in accordance with standard business accounting practice; 

g. To retain in Business Entities such net earnings for working capital and other 
purposes of the Business Entities as the Trustee may deem advisable in conformity with sound business 
practice; 

h. To sell or liquidate all or any part of the Business Entities at such time and 
price and upon such terms and conditions {including credit) as the Trustee may determine. My Trustee 
is specifically authorised and empowered to make such sale to any person, including any partner, officer, 
or employee of the Business Entities, a fiduciary, or to any beneficiary; and 

i. To guaranty the obligations of the Business Entities, or pledge assets of a trust 
to secure such a guaranty. 
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11. Princi ial and Income. To allocate items of income or expense between income 

and principal as permitted or provided by the laws of the State of Florida but without limiting the 

availability of the estate tax marital deduction, provided, unless otherwise provided in this instrument, 

the Trustee shall establish out of income and credit to principal reasonable reserves for depreciation, 
obsolescence and depletion, determined to be equitable and fair in accordance with some recognized 
reasonable and preferably uncomplicated trust accounting principle and; provided, fuither that the 
Trustee shall not be required to provide a rate of return on unproductive property unless otherwise 

provided in this instrument. 

12. Life Insurance. With respect to any life insurance policies constituting an asset 
of a trust, to pay premiums; to apply dividends in reduction of such prein iums; to borrow against the cash 
values thereof; to convert such policies into other forms of insurance, including paid-up insurance; to 
exercise any settlement options provided in any such policies; to receive the proceeds of any policy upon 

its maturity and to administer such proceeds as a part of the principal of the Trust; and in general, to 
exercise all other options, benefits, rights and privileges under such policies. 

13, Continuin Power. To continue to have or exercise, after the termination of a 
trust, in whole or in pait, and until final distribution thereof, all title, power, discretions, rights and duties 

conferred or imposed u'pon the Trustee by law or by this Agreement or during the existence of the trust. 

'l4, Exoneration. To provide for the exoneration of the Trustee fiom any personal 
liability on account of any arrangement or contract entered into in a fiduciary capacity. 

t 5. Agreements. To comply with, amend, modify or rescind any agreement made 
during my lifetime, including those regard ing the disposition, management or continuation of any closely 
held unincorporated business, corporation, partnership or joint venture, and including the power to 
complete contracts to purchase and sell real estate. 

]6. ~Votin . To vote and give proxies, with power of substitution to vote, stocks, 
bonds and other securities, or not to vote a security, 

17. Combination of Shares. To hold the several shares of a trust or several Trusts as 
a common fund, dividing the income proportionately among them, to assign undivided interests to the 
several shares or Trusts, and to make joint investments of the funds belonging to them. For such 
purposes and insofar as may be practicable, the Trustee, to the extent that division of the trust estate is 
directed hereby, may administer the trust estate physically undivided until actual division thereof 
becomes necessary to make distributions. The Trustee may hold, manage, invest and account for whole 
or fractional trust shares as a single estate, making the division thereof by appropriate entries in the 
books of account only, and may allocate to each whole or fiactional trust share its proportionate part of 
all receipts and expenses; provided, however, this carrying of several Trusts as a single estate shall not 
defer the vesting in possession of any who1e or fractional share of a trust for the beneficiaries thereof at 
the times specified herein. 
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18. Reimbursement. To reimburse itselffrom a trust for reasonable expenses incurred 

in the administration thereof, 

19. Reliance U on Communication, To rely, in acting under a trust, upon any letter, 
notice, certificate, repoit, statement, document or other paper, or upon any telephone, telegraph, cable, 
wireless or radio message, if believed by the Trustee to be genuine, and to be signed, sealed, acknowl- 

edged, presented, sent, delivered or given by or on behalf of the proper person. , firm or corporation, 
without incurring liability for any action or inaction based thereon. 

20. ~Assam tions. To assume, in the absence of written notice to the contrary from 
the person or persons concerned, that a fact or an event, by reason of which an interest or estate under 

a trust shall commence or terminate, does not exist or has not occurred, without incurring liability for 
any action or inaction based upon such assumption. 

21. Service as Custodian. To serve as successor custodian fo'r any beneficiary of any 
gifts that I may have made under any Transfer to Minors Act, if at the time of my death no custodian is 
named in the instrument creating the gift. 

22. Removal of Assets. The Trustee may remove from the domici tiary state during 
the entire duration of a trust or for such lesser period as it may deem advisable, any cash, securities or 
other property at any time in its hands whether principal or not, and to take and keep the same outside 
the domiciliary state and at such place or places within or outside the borders of the United States as it 
may determine, without in any event being chargeable for any loss or depreciation to the trust which may 
result therefrom, 

may be transferred to such other place as the Trustee may deem to be for the best interests of the trust 
estate. In so doing, the Trustee may resign and appoint a successor Trustee, but may remove such 
successor Trustee so appointed and appoint others. Each successor Trustee may delegate any and all 

fiduciary powers, discretionary and ministerial, to the appointing Trustee as its agent. 

24, Piduciar Outside Domiciliar State. In the event the Trustee shall not be able 
and willing to act as Trustee with respect to any property located outside the domiciliary state, the 
Trustee, without order of court, may appoint another individual or corporation (including any employee 
or agent of any appointing Trustee) to act as Trustee with respect to such propeity. Such appointed 
Trustee shall have all of the powers and discretions with respect to such propeity as are herein given to 
the appointing Trustee with respect to the remaining trust assets, The appointing frustee may remove 
such appointed Trustee and appoint another upon ten (10) days notice in writing. All income from such 
property, and if such property is sold, exchanged or otherwise disposed of, the proceeds thereof, shall 
be remitted to the appointing Trustee, to be held and administered by it as Trustee hereunder. Such 
appointed Trustee may employ the appointing Trustee as agent in the administration of such property. 
No surety shall be required on the bond of the Trustee or agent acting under the provisions of this 
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paragraph. No periodic court accounting shall be required of such appointed Trustee, it being my 
intention to excuse any statutoty accounting which may ordinarily be required. 

25. Additions. To receive and accept additions to the Trusts in cash or in kind from 

donors, executors, administrators, Trustee or attorneys in fact, including additions of my property by the 

Trustee or others as my attorneys in fact. 

26. Title and Possession. To have title to and possession of all real or personal 

property held in the Trusts, and to register or hold title to such property in its own name or in the name 
of its nominee, without disclosing its fiduciary capacity, or in bearer form. 

27. Deal in with Estates. To use principal of the Trusts to make loans to my estate, 
with or without interest, and to make purchases from my estate. 

28. Agents. To employ persons, including attorneys, auditors, invesonent advisers, 
and agents, even if they are the Trustee or associated with the Trustee, to advise or assist the Trustee in 

the performance of its administrative duties and to pay compensation and costs incurred in connection 
with such employment from the assets of the Trust; to act without independent investigation upon their 
recommendations; and, instead of acting personally, to employ one or more agents to perform any act 
of administration, whether or not discretionary. 

29. Tax Elections. To file tax returns, and to exercise all tax-related elections and 

options at its discretion, without compensating adjustments or reimbursements between any ofthe Trusts 
or any of the trust accounts or any beneficiaries. 

B. R~esi nation. A Trustee may resign with or without cause, by giving no fess than 30 days 
advance written notice, specifying the effective date of such resignation, to its successor Trustee and to 
the persons required and in the manner provided under Pla. Stats. )$736. 070S(l)(a) and 736. 0109. As 
to any required recipient, deficiencies in fulfilling the foregoing resignation requirements may be waived 
in a writing signed by such recipient. Upon the resignation of a Trustee, such Trustee shall be entitled 
to reimbursement from the trust for all reasonable expenses incurred in the settlement of accounts and 
in the transfer of assets to his or her successor. 

C. A ointment of Successor Trustee. 
0 

]. A~ointment. Upon a Trustee's resignation, or if a Trustee becomes Disabled or 
for any reason ceases to serve as Trustee, 1 may appoint any person or persons as successor Trustee, and 
in default of such appointment by me, ROBERT L. SPALL1NA and DONALD R. TESCHER shal I serve 
together as successor co-Trustees, or either of them alone as Trustee if either of them is unable to serve. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a named Trustee is not a U. S. citizen or. resident at the time of 
commencement ofhis term as Trustee, such Trustee should give due consideration to declining to serve 
to avoid potential adverse U. S. income tax consequences by reason of the characterization of a trust 
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hereunder as a foreign trust under the Code, but shall not be construed to have any duty to so decline if 
such Trustee desires to 'serve, 

IV. C, subsequent to my death I specifically appoint the following person or persons as Trustee of the 

following Trusts under the following described circumstances provided that the foregoing appointments 
shall apply when and to the extent that no effective appointment is made below: 

a. Trustee of Se grate Trusts for M Grandchildren. Each grandchild of 
mine shall serve as co-Trustee with the immediate parent of such grandchild which parent is also a child 

of mine as to all separate trusts under which such grandchild is the sole current mandatory or 
discretionary income beneficiary upon attaining the age of twenty-five (25) years, and shall serve as sole 
Trustee of such trusts upon attaining the age of thiity-five (35) years. While serving alone as Trustee, 
a grandchild of mine may designate a co-Trustee that is not a Related or Subordinate Party to serve with 
such grandchild and such grandchild may remove and/or replace such co-Trustee with another that is 
not a Related or Subor'dinate Party from time to time. 

b. Trustee of Se grate Trusts for M Lineal Descendants Other Than M 
Grandchildren. In regard to a separate trust held for a lineal descendant of mine other than a grandchild 
of mine which lineal descendant is the sole current mandatory or discretionary income beneficiary, each 
such lineal descendant shall serve as co-Trustee, or sole Trustee if the preceding described Trustees 
cease or are unable to serve or to continue to serve, ofhis or her separate trust upon attaining age twenty- 
five (25) years, While serving alone as Trustee, a lineal descendant of mine other than a grandchild of 
mine may designate a co-Trustee to serve with such lineal descendant and such lineal descendant may 
remove and/or replace such co-Trustee with another from time to time. 

3. Successor Trustees Not Provided For. Whenever a successor Trustee or co- 
Trustee is required and no successor or other functioning mechanism for succession is provided for 
under the terms of this Trust Agreement, the last serving Trustee or the last person or entity designated 
to serve as Trustee of the applicable trust may appoint his or her successor, and if none is so appointed, 
the following persons shall appoint a successor Trustee (who may be one of the persons making the 

appointment): 

a. The remaining Trustees, if any; otherwise, 

b. A majority of the permissible current mandatory or discretionary income 
beneficiaries, including the natural or legal guaidians of any beneficiaries who are Disabled. 

A successor Ti ustee appointed under this subparagraph shall not be a Related or Subordinate Party of 
the trust. The appointment will be by a written document executed by such person in the presence of two 
witnesses and acknowledged before a notary public delivered to the appointed Trustee and to me if I am 
living and not Disabled or in a valid last Will. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a designation under. this 
Subparagraph of a successor trustee to a corporate or entity trustee shall be limited to a corporate or 
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entity trustee authorized to serve as such under Florida law with assets under trust management of no 
less than one billion dollars. 

4. Power to Remove Trustee. Subsequent to my death, the age 35 or older 
permissible current mandatory or discretionary income beneficiaries from time to time of any trust 
established hereunder shall have the power to unanimously remove a Trustee of such trust at any time 
with or without cause, other than a named Trustee or successor Trustee designated hereunder, or a 
Trustee appointed by me during my lifetime or under my V/ill or otherwise at the time of my death, with 

the successor Trustee to be determined in accordance with the foregoing provisions. 

B. Method of A ointment of Trustee. Any such appointment of a successor Tr ustee by 
a person shall be made in a written instrument executed by such person in the presence of two witnesses 
and acknowledged before a notary public which is delivered to such appointed Trustee during the 
lifetime of the person making such appointment, or any such appointment of a successor Trustee by a 
person may be made under the last %ill of such person. 

K. Limitations on Removal and Re lacement Power. Any power to remove and/or 

replace a trustee hereunder that is granted to an individual (including such power when reserved to me) 
i» personal to that individual and may not be exercised by a guardian, power of attorney holder, or other 
legal representative or agent, 

F. Successor Fiduciaries. No Trustee is responsible for, nor has any duty to inquire into, 
the administration, acts or omissions of any executor, administrator, Personal Representative, or trustee 
or attorney-in-fact adding prope&g to these Trusts, or of any predecessor Trustee, Each successor Trustee 
has all the powers, privileges, immunities, rights and title {without the execution of any instrument of 
transfer or any other act by any retiring Trustee) and all the duties of all predecessors. 

G. Liabili J and Indemnification of Trustee. 

1. Liabilit J m General. No individual Trustee (that is, a Trustee that is not a 
corporation or other entity) shall be liable for any of his or her actions or failures to act as Trustee, even 
if the individual Trustee is found by a court to have been negligent or in breach of fiduciary duty, except 
for liability caused by his or her actions or failures to act done in bad faith or with reckless indifference 
to the purposes of the trust or the interests of the beneficiaries. Each Trustee that is a corporation or other 
entity will be liable for its actions or failures to act that are negligent or that breach its fiduciary duty, 
without contribution by any individual Trustee. 

2. Indemnification of'I'rustee. Except in regard to liabilities imposed on a Trustee 
under Subparagraph IV G. 1 „each Trustee shall be held harmless and indemnified fiom the assets of the 
trust for any liability, damages, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs incurred as a result of its service as 
Trustee. A Trustee who ceases to serve for any reason will be entitled to receive reasonable security from 
the assets of the trust to protect it from liability, and may enforce these provisions for indemnification 
against the current Trustee or against any assets held in the trust, or if the former Trustee is an individual 
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and not a corporation or other entity, against any beneficiary to the extent of distributions received by 
that beneficiary. This indemnification right extends to the estate, personal representatives, legal 
successors and assigns of a Trustee. 

3. Indemnification of Trustee - Additional Provisions. I recognize that ifa 
beneficiary accuses a Trustee of wrongdoing or breach of fiduciary duty, the Trustee may have a conflic 
of interest that ordinarily would prevent it fi om paying legal fees and costs fi om the trust estate to defend 

itself. I do not want to put a financial burden on any individual named to serve as a Trustee. dust as 
important„ I do not want an individual who has been selected to serve as a Trustee to be reluctant to 
accept the position, or while serving to be intimidated in the performance of the Trustee's duties because 
of the threats of lawsuits that might force the Trustee to pay fees and costs from the Trustee's personal 
resources. For this reason, I deliberately and intentionally waive any such conflict of interest with respect 
to any individual serving as Trustee so that he or she can hire counsel to defend himself or herself against 
allegations of wrongdoing or if sued for any reason (whether by a beneficiary or by someone else) and 

pay al 1 fees and costs for his or her defense from the trust estate until the dispute is resolved. I understand 

and agree that a court may award, disallow or allocate fees and costs in whole or in part after the dispute 
is resolved, as provided by law, The Trustee will account for all such fees and costs paid by it'as 
provided by law. This provision shall not apply to any Trustee that is a corporation or other. entity. 

H. Com ensation Bond. Each Trustee is entit]ed to be paid reasonable compensation for 
seivices rendered in the administration of the trust. Reasonable compensation for a non-individual 
Trustee will be its published fee schedule in effect when its services are rendered unless otherwise 
agreed in writing, and except as follows. Any fees paid to a non-individual Trustee for making principal 
distributions, for termination of the trust, and upon termination of its services must be based solely on 
the value of its services rendered, not on the value of the trust principal. During my lifetime the Trustee's 
fees are to be charged wholly against income (to the extent sufficient), unless directed otherwise by me 
in writing. Each Trustee shall serve without bond. 

L Maintenance of Records. The Trustee shall maintain accurate accounts and records. 
It shall render annual statements of the receipts and disbursements of income and principal of a trust 

upon the written request of any adult vested beneficiary of such trust or the guardian of the person of any 
vested beneficiary and the approval of such beneficiary shall be binding upon all persons then or 
thereafter interested in such trust as to the matters and transactions shown on such statement. The 
Trustee may at any time apply for a judicial settlement of any account. No Trustee shall be required to 
file any statutory or other periodic accountings of the administration of a trust. 

L Interested Trustee. The Trustee may act under this Agreement even if interested in 

these Trusts in an individual capacity, as a fiduciary of another trust or estate (including my estate) or 
in any other capacity. The Trustee may in good faith enter into a sale, encumbrance, or other transaction 
involving the investment or management of trust propeity for the Trustee's own personal account or 
which is otherwise affected by a conflict between the Trustee's fiduciary and personal interests, without 
liability and without being voidable by a beneficiary. The Trustee is specifically authorized to make 
loans to, to receive loans from, or to sell, purchase or exchange assets in a transaction with {i) the 
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Trustee's spouse, (ii) the Trustee's children or grandch'ildren, siblings, parents, or spouses of such 

persons, (iii) an officer, director, employee, agent, or attorney of the Trustee, or (iv) a corporation, 
partnership, limited liability company, or other business entity in which the Trustee has a financial 

interest, provided that in any transaction the trusts hereunder receive fair and adequate consideration in 

money or money's worth. The Trustee may renounce any interest or expectancy of a trust in, or an 

opportunity to participate in, specified business opportunities or specified classes or categories of 
business oppoitunities that are presented to the Trustee. Such renunciation shall not prohibit the Trustee 
from participating in the Trustee's individual capacity in such opportunity or expectancy. 

K, Third Parties. No one dealing with the Trustee need inquire into its authority or its 

application of property. 

L. Mer er of Trusts. If the Trustee is also trustee of a trust established by myself or 
another person by will or trust agreement, the beneficiaries to whom income and principal may then be 
paid and then operative terms of which are substantially the same as those of a trust held under this 
Agreement, the Trustee in its discretion may merge either such trust into the other trust. The Trustee, 
in exercising its discretion, shall consider economy of administration, convenience to the beneficiaries, 
tax consequences and any other factor it considers important. If it is later necessary to reestablish the 
merged trust as separate trusts, it shall be divided proportionately to the value of each trust at the time 
of merger, 

M. Multi le Trustees. If two Trustees are serving at any time, any power or discretion of 
the Trustees may be exercised only by their joint agreement. Either Trustee may delegate to the other 
Trustee the authority to act on behalf of both Trustees and to exercise any power held by the Trustees. 
lf more than two Trustees are serving at any time, and unless unanimous agreement is specifically 
required by the terms of this Trust Agreement, any power or discretion of the Trustees may be exercised 
only by a majority. The Trustees may delegate to any one or more of thcrnselves the authority to act on 
behalf of aH the Trustees and to exer. cise any power held by the Trustees. Trustees who consent to the 
delegation of authority to other Trustees will be liable for the consequences of the actions of those other 
Trustees as if the consenting Trustees had joined the other Trustees in performing those actions, A 
dissenting Trustee who did not consent to the delegation of authority to another Trustee and who has not 
joined in the exercise of a power or discretion cannot be held liable for the consequences of the exercise. 
A dissenting Trustee who joins only at the direction of the majority will not be liable for the 
consequences of the exercise if the dissent is expressed in writing delivered to any of the other Trustees 
before the exercise of that power or discretion. 

ARTICLE V. ADDITIONAL TAX AND RKLATKD MATTKRS 

A. GST Trusts. 1 direct (a) that the Trustee shall divide any trust to which there is allocated 
any GST exemption into two separate Trusts (each subject to the provisions hereof) so that the 
generation-skipping tax inclusion ratio of one suck trust is zero, (b) any property exempt from 
generation-skipping taxation shall be divided as otherwise provided herein and held for the same persons 
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designated in Trusts separate from any property then also so divided which is not exempt &om 

generation-skipping taxation, and (c) if upon the death of a beneficiaiy a taxable termination would 
otherwise occur with respect to any property held in trust for him or her with an inclusion ratio greater 
than zero, such beneficiary shall have with respect only to such property a power to appoint such 
fractional share thereof which if included in such beneficiary's gross estate for federal estate tax purposes 
(without allowing any deduction with respect to such share) would not be taxed af the highest federal 
estate tax rate and such fractional share of such property shall be distributed to such persons including 

only such beneficiary's estate, spouse, and issue, as such beneficiary may appoint, and any part of a trust 
such beneficiary does not effectively appoint shall be treated as otherwise provided for disposition upon 
his or her death, provided, if upon his or her death two or more Trusts for his or her benefit are directed 
to be divided among and held or distributed for the same persons and the generation-skipping tax 
inclusion ratio of any such trust is zero, the amount of any other such Trust to which there is allocated 
any of such beneficiary's GST exemption shall be added to the Trusts with generation-skipping tax 
inclusion ratios of zero in equal shares, For purposes of funding any pecuniary payment to which there 
is allocated any GST exemption, such payment shall be satisfied with cash or property which fairly 
represents appreciation and depreciation (occurring between the valuation date and the date of 
distribution) in all of the assets from which such distribution could be made, and any pecuniary payment 
made before a residual transfer of property to which any GST exemption is allocated shall be satisfied 
with cash or property which fairly represents appreciation and depreciation (occurring between the 
valuation date and the date of distribution) in all of the assets fi'om v hich such pecuniary payment could 
be satisfied and shall be allocated a pro rata share of income earned by all such assets between the 
valuation date and the date of payment. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the valuation 
date with respect to any property shall be the date as of which its value is determined for federal estate 
tax purposes with respect to the transferor thereof, and subject to the foregoing, propeity distributed in 

kind in satisfaction of any pecuniary payment shall be selected on the basis of the value of such propeity 
on the valuation date. AII terms used in this paragraph which are defined or explained in Chapter 13 of 
the Code or the regulations thereunder shall have the same meaning when used herein. I request (but do 
not require) that if two or more Trusts are held hereunder for any person, no principal be paid to such 
person fiom the Trusts with the lower inclusion ratios for generation-skipping tax purposes unless the 
trust with the highest inclusion ratio has been exhausted by use, consumption, distribution or otherwise 
or is not reasonably available. The Trustee is authorized and directed to compl y with the provisions of 
the Treasury Regulations interpreting the generation skipping tax provisions of the Code in severing or 
combining any trust, creating or combining separate trust shares, allocating GST exemption, or 
otherwise, as necessary to best accomplish the foregoing allocations, inclusion ratios, combinations, and 
divisions, including, without limitation, the payment of "appropriate interest" as determined by the 
Trustee as that term is applied and used in said Regulations. 

8. Individual Retirement Accounts. In the event that this trust or any trust created under 
this Agreement is the beneficiary of an Individual retirement account established and maintained under 
Code Section 408 or a qualified pension, profit sharing or stock bonus plan established and maintained 
under Code Section 401 (referred to in this paragraph as "IRA"), the following provisions shall apply 
to such trust: 
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1. I intend that the beneficiaries of such trust shall be beneficiaries within the 

meaning of Code Section 401(a)(9) and the Treasury Regulations thereunder. All provisions of such'trust 

shall be construed consistent with such intent. Accordingly, the following provisions shall apply to such 
trust: 

a. No benefits from any IRA may be used or applied for the payment of any 
debts, taxes or other claims against my estate as set forth in the later paragraph captioned "Taxes", unless 

other assets of this trust are not available for such payment. 

b. In the event that a beneficiary of any trust created under this Agreement 
has a testamentary general power of appointment or a limited power of appointment over all or any 
poition of any trust established under this Agreement, and if such trust is the beneficiary of any benefits 
from any IRA, the beneficiary shall not appoint any pait of such trust to a charitable organization or to 
a lineal descendant of mine (or. a spouse of a lineal descendant'of mine) who is older than the beneficiary 
whose life expectancy is being used to calculate distributions from such IRA. 

2. The Trustee shall deliver a copy of this Agreement to the custodian of any IRA 
of which this trust or any trust created under this Agreement is the named beneficiary within the time 
period prescribed Code Section 401(a)(9) and the Treasury Regulations thereunder, along with such 
additional items required thereunder. If the custodian of the IRA changes after a copy of this Agreement 
has been provided pursuant to the preceding sentence, the Trustee shall immediately provide a copy of 
this Agreement to the new custodian. The Trustee shall request each custodian to complete a receipt of 
the Agreement and shall attach such receipt to this Agreement. The Trustee shall provide a copy of each 
amendment of this Agreement to the custodian and shall obtain a receipt of such amendment. 

C. Gift Trausfers Made From Trust Ouriu M "Lifetime. I direct that all gift transfers 
made from the trust during my lifetime be treated for all purposes as if the gift propeity had been first 
withdrawn by (or distributed to) me and then transferred by me to the donees involved. Thus, in each 
instance, even where title to the gift property is transferred directly fiom the name of the trust (or its 
nominee) into the name of the donee, such transfer shall be treated for all purposes as first a withdrawal 

by (or distribution of the property to) rne followed by a gift transfer of the property to the donee by me 
as donor, the Trustee making the actual transfer in my behalf acting as my attorney in fact, this paragraph 
being, to that extent, a power of attorney fiom me to the Trustee to make such transfer, which power of 
attorney shall not be affected by my Disability, incompetence, or incapacity. 

D. Gifts. If I am Disabled, I authorize the Trustee to make gifts fi. om trust property during 

my lifetime for estate planning purposes, or to distribute amounts to my legally appointed guardian or 
to my attorney-in-fact for those purposes, subject to the following limitations: 

1. ~Rect ients. The gifts may he made only to my lineal descendants or to trusts 
primarily for their benefit, and in aggregate annual amounts to any one such recipient that do not exceed 
the exclusion amount provided for under Code Section 2503(b). 
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2. Trustee Limited. When a person eligible to receive gifts is serving as Trustee, 
the aggregate of all gifts to that person during the calendar year allowable under the preceding 
subparagrapk 1, shall thereafter not exceed the greater of Fi ve Thousand Dollars ($5, 000), or five percent 

(5%) of the aggregate value of the trust estate. However, gifts completed prior to a recipient's 

commencing to serve as Trustee shall not be affected by this limitation. 

3. Cl 't bl Pl d 

I was not Disabled (even if not yet due). 
. The Trustee may pay any charitable pledges I made while 

K. Death Costs. If upon my death the Trustee hold any United States bonds which may be 
redeemed at par in payment of federal estate tax, the Trustee shall pay the federal estate tax due because 
of my death up to the amount of the par value of such bonds and interest accrued thereon at the time of 
payment. The Trustee shall also pay from the trust all of my following death costs, but if there is an 

acting executor, administrator oi' Personal Representative of my estate my Trustee shall pay only suck 
amounts of such costs as such executor, administrator or Personal'Representative directs: 

1. my debts which are allowed as claims against. my estate, 

2. my funeral expenses without regard to legal limitations, 

3. the expenses of administering my estate, 

4. the balance of the estate, inheritance and other death taxes (excluding 
generation-skipping transfer taxes unless arising fiom direct skips), and interest and penalties tkereon, 
due because of my death with respect to all propeiiy whether or not passing under my Wii) or this 
Agreement (other than property over which I have a power of appointment gr'anted to me by another 
person, and qualified terminable interest property which is not held in a trust that was subject to an 
election under Code Section 2652(a}(3) at or about the time of its funding) and life insurance proceeds 
on policies insuring my life which proceeds are not held under this trust or my probate estate at or by 
reason of my death), and 

5. any gifts made in my Will or any Codicil thereto. 

The Trustee may make any such payment either to my executor, administrator or Personal 
Representative or directly to the proper party. The Trustee shall not be reimbursed for any such payment, 
and is not responsible for the correctness or application of the amounts so paid at'the direction of my 
executor, administrator, or Personal Representative. The Trustee shall not pay any of such death costs 
with any asset which wou1d not otherwise be included in my gross estate for federal or state estate or 
inheritance tax purposes, or with any asset which otherwise cannot be so used, such as propeity received 
under a limited power of appointment which prohibits such use. Further, no payment of any such death 
costs shall be charged against or paid from the tangible personal propeity disposed of pursuant to the 
prior paragraph captioned "Disposition of Tangible Personal Property. " 
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P. Subcha ter S Stock, Regardless of anything herein to the contrary, in the event that after 

my death the principal of a trust includes stock in a corporation for which there is a valid election to be 
treated under the provisions of Subchapter S of the Code, the income beneficiary of such a trust is a U. S. 
citizen or U, S, resident for federal income tax purposes, and such trust is not an "electing small business 
trust" under Code Section 1361(e}(1) in regard to that corporation, the Trustee shall (a) hold such stock 
as a substantially separate and independent share of such trust within the meaning of Code Section 
663{c), which share shall otherwise be subject to all of the terms of this Agreement, (b} distribute all of 
the income of such share to the one income beneficiary thereof in annual or more fiequent installments, 

(c) upon such beneficiary's death, pay all accrued or undistributed income of such share' to the 
beneficiary's estate, {d) distribute principal from such share during the lifetime of the income beneficiary 
only to such beneficiary, notwithstanding any powers of appointment granted to any pei son including 
the income beneficiary, and (e) otherwise administer such share in a manner that qualifies it as a 
"qualified Subchapter S trust" as that term is defined in Code Section 1361(d)(3), and shall otherwise 
manage and administer such share as provided under this Agreement to the extent not inconsistent with 
the foregoing provisions of this paragraph. 

G. Residence as Homestead. I reserve the right to reside upon any real propeity placed in 
this trust as my permanent residence during my life, it being the intent of this provision to retain for 
myself the requisite beneficial interest and possessory right in and to such real property to comply with 
Section 196. 041 of the I"lorida Statutes such that said beneficial interest and possessory right constitute 
in all respects "equitable title to real estate" as that term is used in Section 6, Article VII of the 
Constitution of the State of Florida. Notwithstanding anything contained in this trust to the contrary, for 
purposes of the homestead exemption under the laws of the State of Florida, my interest in any real 

propeity in which I reside pursuant to the provisions of this trust shall be deemed to be an interest in real 

property and not personalty and shall be deemed my homestead. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Amended and Restated Trust 

Agreement on the date first above written. 

SKTTI OR and TRUSTEE: 

L. BERNSTEIN in our presence, and at the request of 
and each other, we subscribe our names as witnesses 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF PALM BEACH 

The foregoing instrument was acknowl 

by SIMON L. BERNSTEIN, 

or''Produced Identification 

[Seal with Commission Expiration Datej 
NOTARY PUBLIC. STATE OF FLORIDA 

Lindsay Baxley 
s )LING !Commission k EE092282 
". ~:" Expires: MAY 10, 201S 

BONDED THRU ATLANT1C BONDlNG CO. , INC. 

Personally Known 

Type of Identification Produced 
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SHIRI KV BERNSTEIN 

TRUST AGRKKMKNT 

Prepared by: 

Tescher & Spallina, P. A. 
2101 Corporate Blvd. , Suite 107, Boca Raton, Florida 33431 

(561) 998-7847 
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SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN 

TRUST AGREEMENT 

This Trust Agreement is dated this'~ day of , 2008, and is between 
SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN, of Palm Beach County, Florida refe rst person, as settlor, and 
SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN, of Palm Beach County, and SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN's successors, as trustee 
(referred to as the "Trustee, " which term more particularly refers to all individuals and entities serving 
as trustee of a trust created hereunder during the time of such service, whether alone or as co-trustees, 
and whether originally serving or as a successor trustee). Said Trustee acknowledges receipt of the 
property described in the Attachment to this Agreement, and agrees to hold said property and all 
additions, in trust, as provided in this Agreement, 

ARTICLE I. DURING MY LIFE AND UPON MY DEATH 

my death, by my%ill or otherwise; (b) to withdraw property held hereunder; and (c) by separate written 
instrument delivered to the Trustee, to revoke this Agreement in whole or in part and otherwise modify 
or amend this Agreement. However, after my spouse's death I may not exercise any of said rights with 
respect to property added by my spouse upon my spouse's death by my spouse's %'ill or otherwise. 

8. Pa ments Durin M Life. If income producing property is held in the trust during my 
life, the Trustee shall pay the net income of the trust to me or as I may direct. However, during any 
periods while I am Disabled, the Trustee shall pay to me or on my behalf such amounts of the net income 
and principal of the trust as is proper for my Welfare, and also may in its discretion pay to iny spouse 
such amounts of said net income and principal as is proper for his Welfare. Any income not so paid shall 
be added to principal. 

C. Gifts. If 1 am Disabled, I authorize the Trustee to make giAs from trust property during 

my lifetime for estate planning purposes, or to distribute amounts to my legally appointed guardian or 
to my attorney-in-fact for those purposes, subject to the following limitations: 

l. R~eci ients. The gills maybe made only to my spouse and my lineal descendants 
or to trusts primarily for their benefit, and in aggregate annual amounts to any one such recipient that 
do not exceed the exclusion amount provided for under Code Section 2503(b). 

the aggregate of all giAs to that person during the calendar year allowable under the preceding 
subparagraph I . shall thereafter not exceed the greater of Five Thousand Dollars ($5, 000), or five percent 
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{5%) of the aggregate value of the trust estate. However, gi's completed prior to a recipient's 
commencing to serve as Trustee shall not be affected by this limitation. 

3, Charitable Pled es. The Trustee may pay any charitable pledges I made while 
I was not Disabled (even if not yet due). 

amounts due to the trust under any insurance policy on my life or under any death benefit plan and all 

property added to the trust by my Will or otherwise. After paying or providing for the payment from the 

augmented trust of all current charges and any amounts payable under the later paragraph captioned 
"Death Costs, " the Trustee shall hold the trust according to the following provisions. 

ARTICLE II. AFTER MY DEATH 

A. Dis osition of Tan i le Persona) Pro er . If any non-business tangible personal 
property other than cash (including, but not limited to, my personal effects, jewelry, collections, 
household furnishings, and equipment, and automobiles) is held in the trust at the time of my death, such 
items shall be promptly distributed by the Trustee of the trust to such person or persons, including my 
estate, as to the item or items or proportion specified, as I may appoint, and to the extent that any such 
items are not disposed ofby such appointment, such items shall be disposed ofby the Trustee of the trust 
in exactly the same manner as such items would have been disposed of under the terms and provisions 
of my Will (including any Codicil thereto, or what the Trustee in good faith believes to be such %iII and 
Codicil) had such items been included in my probate estate. Any such items which are not effectively 
disposed of pursuant to the preceding sentence shall pass with the other trust assets, 

B. S eclfic Cash Devise. The Trustee shall set aside in a separate trust the sum of Two 
Hundred Thousand ($200, 000. 00) Dollars for MATTHEW LOGAN, and said separate trust shall be 
administered as provided in Subparagraph II. F below. If MATTHEW LOGAN does not survive me this 
devise shalllapse. 

C. Marital Dedu tion Gift. If my spouse survives me: 

I ~pamit Trust. The Trusteeshaiihoidasaseparate "Family Trust" (Iiattpropetty 
of the trust estate as to which a federal estate tax marital deduction would not be allowed 'if it were 
distributed outright to my spouse, and {ii) after giving effect to (i), the largest pecuniary amount which 
will not result in or increase any federal or state death tax otherwise payable by reason of iny death. In 
determining the pecuniary'amount the Trustee shall assume that none of this Family Trust qualifies for 
a federal estate tax deduction, and shall assume that all of the Marital Trust hereinafter established 
(including any part thereof disclaimed by my spouse) qualifies for the federal estate tax marital 
deduction. I recognize that the pecuniary amount may be reduced by certain state death taxes and 
administration expenses which are not deducted for federal estate tax purposes. 
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2. ~rital Trust. The balance of the trust remaining atter the establishment of the 

Family Trust shall be held as a separate "Marital?'rust. " 

3. Disclaimer. Any part of the Marital Trust my spouse disclairns shall be added 

to the Family Trust. My spouse shall not be deemed to have predeceased me for purposes of such 

addition. I suggest that my spouse or my spouse's fiduciaries consider an appropriate partial disclaimer 

to minimize the death taxes due upon both of our deaths, 

If my spouse does not survive me, the entire trust shall be held as the Family Trust without regard to the 

provisions of Subparagraph II. B 1 describing or limiting which assets shall be held thereunder. 

D. Durin S ouse's Lif . Commencing with the date of my death the Trustee shall, 

]. Marital Trust. Pay to my spouse from the Marital Trust, the net income, and such 

amounts of principal as is proper for my spouse's Welfare; and 

2. ~Fami Tru . Pay to my spouse from the Family Trust, the net income, and such 

amounts of principal as is proper for my spouse's Welfare. I request (but do not require) that no principal 

be paid to my spouse from the Family Trust for my spouse's Welfare unless the Marital Trust has been 

exhausted by use, consumption, distribution, or otherwise or is not reasonably available, 

K. Dis ositionofTrustsU onDe thofSurvivorofM S ouseandMe. Uponthedeath 

of the survivor of my spouse and me, 

1. Limited Power. My spouse (if my spouse survives me) may appoint the Marital 

Trust and Family Trust (except any part added by disclaimer from the Marital Trust and proceeds of 
insurance policies on my spouse's life) to or for the benefit of one or more of my lineal descendants and 

their spouses; 
1 

2. Dis osition of Balance. Any parts of the Marital Trust and the Family Trust my 

spouse does not or cannot effectively appoint (including any additions upon my spouse's death), or all 

of the Family Trust if my spouse did not survive me, shall be divided among and held in separate Trusts 

for my lineal descendants then living, per stirpes. Any assets allocated under this Subparagraph II. D. to 

my children (as that term is defined under this Trust), shall be distributed to the then serving Trustees 

of each of their respective Family Trusts, established by my spouse as grantor on even date herewith (the 

"Family Trusts" which term includes any successor trust thereto), to be held and administered as 

provided under said Trusts. The provisions of the Family Trusts are incorporated herein by reference, 

and if any of the Family Trusts are not then in existence and it is necessary to accomplish the foregoing 

dispositions, the current Trustee of this Trust is directed to take such action to establish or reconstitute 

such applicable trust(s), or if the Trustee is unable to do so, said assets shall be held in separate trusts 

for such lineal descendants and administered as provided in Subparagraph II. E. below. Each of my lineal 

descendants for whom a separate Trust is held hereunder shall hereinafter be referred to as a 

"beneficiary, " with their separate trusts to be administered as provided in Subparagraph II. E. below. 
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Trusts for Beneficiaries. The Trustee shall pay to a beneficiary the net income of such 
beneficiary's trust. The Trustee shall pay to the beneficiary and the beneficiary's children, such amounts 
of the principal of such beneficiary's trust as is proper for the Welfare of such individuals. AAer a 
beneficiary has reached any one or more of the following birthdays, the beneficiary may withdraw the 
principal of his or her separate trust at any time or times, not to exceed in the aggregate 1/3 in value after 
the beneficiary's 25th birthday, 1/2 in value (aAer deducting any amount previously subject to 
withdrawal but not actually withdrawn) aAer the beneficiary's 36th birthday, and the balance aAer the 
beneficiary's 35th birthday, provided that the withdrawal powers described in this sentence shall not 
apply to any child of mine as beneficiary of a separate trust. The value of each trust shall be its value as 
of the first exercise of each withdrawal right, plus the value of any subsequent addition as of the date of 
addition. The right of withdrawal shall be a privilege which may be exercised only voluntarily and shall 
not include an involuntary exercise. If a beneficiary dies with assets remaining in his or her separate 
trust, upon the beneficiary's death the beneficiary may appoint his or her trust to or for the benefit of one 
or more of my lineal descendants and their spouses (excluding from said class, however, such 
beneficiary and such beneficiary's creditors, estate, and creditors of such beneficiary's estate). Any part 
of his or her trust such beneficiary does not effectively appoint shall upon his or her death be divided 
among and held in separate Trusts for the following persons; 

for his or her lineal descendants then living, per stirpes; or 

2. if he or she leaves no lineal descendant then living, per stirpes for the lineal 
descendants then living of his or her nearest ancestor (among me and my lineal descendants) with a 
lineal descendant then living who is also a lineal descendant of my spouse, 

A trust for a lineal descendant of mine shall be held under this paragraph, or if a trust is then so held, 
shall be added to such trust. 

G. Termination of Small Trust. If at any time aAer the death of the survivor of my spouse 
and me in the opinion of the Trustee a separate trust holds assets of a value of less than $50, 000, 00 and 
is too small to justify the expense of its retention, and termination of such trust is in the best interests 
of its current income beneficiary, the Trustee in its discretion may terminate such trust and pay it to said 
beneficiary. 

disposed of under the other provisions of this Agreement, it shall be paid, as a gift made hereunder, to 
such persons and in such shares as such property would be distributed if my spouse and I had each then 
owned one-half of such property and had each then died solvent, unmarried and intestate domiciled in 
the State of Florida, according to the laws of inheritance of the State of Florida then in effect. 

I. Protective Provision. No beneficiary of any trust herein created shall have any right or 
power to anticipate, transfer, pledge, sell, alienate, assign or encumber in any way his or her interest in 
the income or principal of such trust. Furthermore, no creditor shall have the right to attach, lien, seize 
or levy upon the interest of a beneficiary in this trust (other than myself) and such interest shall not be 
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liable for oi' subject to the debts, liabilities or obligations of any such beneficiary or any claims against 
such beneficiary (whether v'oluntarily or involuntarily cr'eated), and the Trustee shall pay directly to or 
for the use or benefit of such beneficiary all income and principal to which such beneficiary is entitled, 
notwithstanding that such beneficiary has executed a pledge, assignment, encumbrance or in any other 
manner alienated or transferred his or her beneficial interest in the trust to another. This paragraph shall 
not preclude the effective, exercise of any power of appointment granted herein or the exercise of any 
disclaimer. 

J. Maximum Duration. Regardless of anything in this Agreement to the contrary, no trust 
interest herein created shall continue beyond three hundred sixty (360) years as provided in F. S. $ 
689. 225(2)(a)(2), nor shall any power of appointment be exercised in such manner so as to delay vesting 
of any trust beyond such period. Immediately prior to the expiration of such period, all such trusts then 
in existence shall terminate, and the assets thereof shall be distributed outright and in fee to then 
beneficiaries of the current income and in the proportions in which such persons are the beneficiaries, 
and if such proportions cannot be ascertained, then equally among 'such beneficiaries. 

K. Florida Homestead Possesso Ri hts, Notwithstanding anything herein to the 
contrary, if any portion of any Florida improved residential real estate (excluding commercial multi-unit 
rental property) is an asset of the Marital Trust, my spouse shall have the exclusive and continuous 
present right to full use, occupancy and possession of such real estate for life. It is my intention that my 
spouse's interest in such property shall constitute a "beneficial interest for life" and "equitable title to real 
estate" as contemplated by Section 196. 041(2) of Florida Statutes, as amended from time to time or any 
corresponding provision of law. 

ARTICLE III. GENERAL 

rk. B~tiaabili . Subject to the following Subparagraph captioned "Subchapter S Stock, " while 
any beneficiary (other than my spouse as beneficiary of the Marital Trust) is Disabled, the Trustee shall 
pay to him or her only such portion of the income to which he or she is otherwise entitled as is proper 
for his or her Welfare, and any income not so paid shall be added to the principal from which derived. 
While any beneficiary is Disabled, income or principal payable to him or her may, in the discretion of 
the Trustee, be paid directly to him or her, without the intervention of a guardian, directly to his or her 
creditors or others for his or her sole benefit or to an adult person or an eligible institution (including the 
Trustee) selected by the Trustee as custodian for a minor beneficiary under the Uniform Transfers to 
Minors Act or similar law. The receipt of such payee is a complete release to the Trustee. 

Tigghinga nf Incnme Dlstrjhutinns The Trt tstee shall mal e t'PI11 1 t'nfl Aaartvao tn ec: 
at least quarterly. 

C, Substance Abuse. 
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l. 
myself) of any trust: 

In General. If the Trustee reasonably believes that a beneficiary (other than 

a. routinely or frequently uses or consumes any illegal substance so as to 
be physically or psychologically dependent upon that substance, or 

b. is clinically dependent'upon the use or consumption of alcohol or any 
other legal drug or chemical substance that is not prescribed by a board certified medical doctor or 
psychiatrist in a current program of treatment supervised by such doctor or psychiatrist, 

and if the Trustee reasonably believes that as a result the beneficiary is unable to care for himself or 
herself, or is unable to manage his or her financial affairs, all mandatory distributions (including 
distributions upon termination of the trust) to the beneficiary, all of the beneficiary's withdrawal rights, 
and all of the beneficiary's rights to participate in decisions concerning the removal and appointment of 
Trustees will be suspended (excluding, however, mandatory income rights under the Marital Trust). In 
that event, the following provisions of this Subparagraph JII. C will apply. 

2. T~estin . The Trustee may request the beneficiary to submit to one or more 
examinations (including laboratory tests of bodily fluids) determined to be appropriate by a board 
certified medical doctor and to consent to full disclosure to the Trustee of the results of all such 
examinations. The Trustee shall maintain strict confidentiality of those results and shall not disclose 
those results to any person other than the beneficiary without the prior written permission of the 
beneficiary. The 1 rustee may totally or partially suspend all distributions otherwise required or permitted 
to be made to that beneficiary until the beneficiary consents to the examination and disclosure to the 
Trustee. 

3. Treatment. If, in the opinion of the examining doctor, the examination indicates 
current or recent use of a drug or substance as described above, the examining doctor will determine an 
appropriate method of treatment for the beneficiary (for example, counseling or treatment on an 
in-patient basis in a rehabilitation facility) that is acceptable to the Trustee. If the beneficiary consents 
to the treatment, the Trustee' shall pay the costs of treatment directly to the provider of those services 
from the distributions suspended under this Subparagraph III. C. 

4. Resum tion of Distribution . The Trustee may resume other distributions to the 
beneficiary (and the beneficiary's other suspended rights will be restored) when, in the case of use or 
consumption of an illegal substance, examinations indicate no such use for 12 months and, in all cases, 
when the Trustee in its discretion determines that the beneficiary is able to care for himself or herself 
and is able to manage his or her financial affairs. 

5. Dis osition of Sus ended Amounts. When other distributions to the beneficiary 
are resumed, the remaining balance, if any, of distributions that were suspended may be distributed to 
the beneficiary at that time. If the beneficiary dies before distribution of those suspended ainounts, the 
Trustee shall distribute the balance of the suspended amounts to the persons who would be the alternate 
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takers of that beneficiary's share (or takers through the exercise of a power of appointment) as otherwise 
provided in this Trust Agreement. 

6. Exoneration. No Trustee (or any doctor retained by the Trustee) will be 
responsible or liable to anyone for a beneficiary's actions or welfare. The Trustee has no duty to inquire 
whether a beneficiary uses drugs or other substances as described in this Subparagraph III. C. The Trustee 
(and any doctor retained by the Trustee) is to be indemnified from the trust estate and held harmless 
from any liability of any nature in exercising its judgment and authority under this Subparagraph III. C, 
including any failure to request a beneficiary to submit to medical examination, and including a decision 
to distribute suspended amounts to a beneficiary. 

7. T x Savin s Provision. Despite the provisions of this Subparagraph III. C, the 
Trustee cannot suspend any mandatory distributions or withdrawal rights that are required for that trust 
to become or remain a Qualified Subchapter S Trust (unless the Trustee elects for the trust to be an 
Electing Small Business Trust), or to qualify for any federal transfer tax exemption, deduction, or 
exclusion allowable with respect to that trust, 

D. Income n Death of Beneficia . Subject to the later paragraph captioned "Subchapter 
S Stock, " and except as otherwise explicitly provided herein, upon the death of any beneficiary, all 
accrued or undistributed income of such deceased beneficiary's trust shall pass with the principal of his 
or her trust but shall remain income for trust accounting purposes. 

E. Definitions. In this Agreement, 

1. Children Lineal Descendants. The terms "child, " "children" and "lineal 
descetidanr" incan only persons whose relationship to the ancestor designated is created entirely by or 
through (a) legitimate births occurring during the marriage of the joint biological parents to each other, 
(b) children and their lineal descendants arising from surrogate births and/or third party donors when (i) 
the child is raised from or near the time of birth by a married couple (other than a same sex married 
couple) through the pendency of such marriage, (ii) one of such couple is the designated ancestor, and 
(iii) to the best knowledge of the Trustee both members of such couple participated in the decision to 
have such child, and (c) lawful adoptions of minors under the age of twelve years. No such child or lineal 
descendant loses his or her status as such through adoption by another person. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, as I have adequately provided for them during my lifetime, for purposes of the dispositions 
made under this Trust, my children, TED S. BERNSTEIN ("TED") and PAMELA B. SIMON {"PAN"), 
and their respective lineal descendants shall be deemed to have predeceased the survivor of my spouse 
and me, provided, however, if my children, ELIOT BERNSTEIN, JILL IANTONI and LISA S. 
FRIEDSTEIN, and their lineal descendants all predecease the survivor of my spouse and me. then TED 
and PAM, and their respective lineal descendants shall not be deemed to have predeceased me and shall 
be eligible beneficiaries for purposes of the dispositions made hereunder. 
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2. ~Cde. ", CodeB means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and in 

referring to any particular provision of the Code, includes a reference to any equivalent or successor 
provision of a successor federal tax law. 

3. Disabled. "Disabled" or being under "Disability" means, as to any applicable 
individual: {I) being under the age of 21 years, {2) having been adjudicated by a court of competent 
jurisdiction as mentally or physically incompetent or unable to manage his or her own property or 
personal affairs (or a substantially similar finding under applicable state or national law), or (3) being 
unable to properly manage his or her personal or financial affairs, or a trust estate hereunder as to a 
Trustee hereunder, because of a mental or physical impairment (whether temporary or permanent in 

nature). A written certificate executed by an individual's attending physician or attending psychiatrist 
confirming that person's impairment will be sufficient evidence of Disability under item (3) above, and 
all persons may rely conclusively on such a certificate. 

4. Education. The term "education" herein means vocational, primary, secondary, 
preparatory, theological, college and professional education, including post-graduate courses of study, 
at educational institutions or elsewhere, and expenses relating directly thereto, including tuition, books 
and supplies, room and board, and travel from and to home during school vacations. It is intended that 
the Trustee liberally construe and interpret references to "education, " so that the beneficiaries entitled 
to distributions hereunder for education obtain the best possible education commensurate with their 
abilities and desires. 

S. M~Souse. "Mysponss" is SIMON L. BERNSTEIN("SyilfON" I 

6. Needs and Welfare Distributions. Payments to be made for a person's "¹eds" 
means payments for such person's support, health (including lifetime residential or nursing home care), 
maintenance and education. Payments to be made for a person's "8'elfare" means payments for such 
person's Needs, and as the Trustee determines in its sole discretion also for such person's advancement 
in life {including assistance in the purchase of a home or establishment or development of any business 
or professional enterprise which the Trustee believes to be reasonably sound), happiness and general 
well-being. However, the Trustee, based upon information reasonably available to it, shall make such 
payments for a person's Needs or Welfare only to the extent such person's income, and funds available 
from others obligated to supply funds for such purposes (including, without limitation, pursuant to child 
support orders and agreements), are insufficient in its opinion for such purposes, and shall take into 
account such person's accustomed manner of living, age, health, marital status and any other factor it 
considers important. Income or principal to be paid for a person's Needs or Welfare may be paid to such 
individual or applied by the Trustee directly for the benefit of such person. The Trustee may make a 
distribution or application authorized for a person's Needs or Welfare even if such distribution or 
application substantially depletes or exhausts such person's trust, without any duty upon the Trustee to 
retain it for future use or for other persons who might otherwise benefit from such trust. 

7. P~er Sti es. In a division "per stirpes" each generation shall be represented and 
counted whether or not it has a living member. 
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9. ' spouse. A person's "spouse" includes only a spouse then married to and living 
as husband and'wife with him or her, or a spouse who was married to and living as husband and wife 
with him or her at his or her death. The following rules apply to each person who is a beneficiary or a 

permissible appointee under this Trust Agreement and who is married to a descendant of mine. Such a 
person will cease to be a beneficiary and will be excluded from the class of permissible appointees upon: 

or after my death), or 
a. the legal termination of the inarriage to my descendant (whether before 

b. the death of my descendant if a dissolution of marriage proceeding was 
pending when he or she died. 

10. Gender Number. Where appropriate, words of any gender include all genders 
and the singular and plural are interchangeable. 

F, Powers of A ointment. Property subject to a power of appointment shall be paid to, 
or retained by the Trustee or paid to any trustee under any will or trust agreement for the benefit of, such 
one or more permissible appointees, in such amounts and proportions, granting such interests, powers 
and powers of appointment, and upon such conditions including spendthrift provisions as the holder of 
such power (i) in the case of a power exercisable upon the death of such holder, appoints in his or her 
will or in a trust agreement revocable by him or her until his or her death, or (ii) in the case of a power 
exercisable during the life of such holder, appoints in a written instrument signed by such holder, two 
witnesses and a notary public, but in either case only if such will, trust agreement, or instrument 
specifically refers to such power, 

G. Limitations on Powers of Trustee. Regardless of anything herein to the contrary, no 
Trustee shall make or participate in making any distribution of income or principal of a trust to or for 
the benefit of a beneficiary which would directly or indirectly discharge any legal obligation of such 
Trustee or a donor of such trust (as an individual, and other than myself as donor) to support such 
beneficiary; and no Trustee (other than myself and other than my spouse as Trustee of the Marital Trust) 
shall make or participate in making any discretionary distribution of income or principal to or for the 
benefit of himself or herself other than for his or her Needs, including by reason of a determination to 
terminate a trust described herein. For example, if a Trustee (other than myself and other than my spouse 
as Trustee of the Marital Trust) has the power to distribute income or principal to himself or herself for 
his or her own Welfare, such Trustee (the "restricted Trustee" ) shall only have the power to make or 
participate in making a distribution of income or principal to the restricted Trustee for the restricted 
Trustee's Needs, although any co-Trustee who is not also a restricted Trustee may make or participate 
in making a distribution of income or principal to the restricted Trustee for such restricted Trustee's 
Welfare without the participation or consent of said restricted Trustee, 
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:, . ': 8; . 'Pres i n of Survivorshi, If my spouse:and I die under circumstances which make 

it difficult or imprai ticable to determine which one of us survived the other, I direct that my spouse shall 

be deemed to have survived me for purposes of this Agreement (except in regard to any property passing 
hereunder that became part of this trust solely by reason of passage to my probate estate or this trust from 
the probate estate of or a revocable trust established by my spouse in which case the opposite 
presumption shall apply), notwithstanding any provisions of, law which provide for a contrary 
presumption. If any person other than my spouse shall be required to survive another person in order to 
take any interest under this Agreement, the former person shall be deemed to have predeceased the latter 
person, if such persons die under circumstances which make it difficult or impracticable to determine 
which one died first. 

. This Agreement is governed by the law of the State of Florida, 

J. Other Ben ficia Desi nations. Except as otherwise explicitly and with particularity 
provided herein, (a) no provision of this trust shall revoke or modify any beneficiary designation of mine 
made by me and not revoked by me prior to my death under any individual retirement account, other 
retirement plan or account, or annuity or insurance contract, (b) I hereby reaffirm any such beneficiary 
designation such that any assets held in such account, plan, or contract shall pass in accordance with 
such designation, and (c) regardless of anything herein to the contrary, any of such assets which would 
otherwise pass pursuant to this trust due to the beneficiary designation not having met the requirements 
for a valid testamentary disposition under applicable law or otherwise shall be paid as a gift made 
hereunder to the persons and in the manner provided in such designation which is incorporated herein 
by this reference. 

K. Mandato Notice Re uired b Florida Law. The trustee of a trust may have duties 
and responsibilities in addition to those described in the instruinent creating the trust. If you have 
questions, you should obtain legal advice. 

I . Release of Medical Information. 

Disabi lit of Beneficiar, Upon the written request of a Trustee (with or without 
the concurrence of co-Trustees) issued to any current income or principal beneficiary (including 
discretionary beneficiaries) for whom a determination of Disability is relevant to the administration of 
a trust hereunder and for whom a Trustee (with or without the concurrence of co-Trustees) desires to 
make such a determination, such beneficiary shall issue to all Trustees (who shall be identified thereon 
both by name to the extent known and by class description) a valid authorization under the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and any other applicable or successor law 
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protected health information of the requested beneficiary to all Trustees that is relevant to the 
determination of the Disability of the requested beneficiary as Disability is defined hereunder. The 
period of each such valid authorization shall be for six months (or the earlier death of the requested 
beneficiary), If such beneficiary (or his or her legal representative if such beneficiary is a minor or 
legally disabled) refuses within thirty days of receipt of the request to provide a valid authorization, or 
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'at any time revokes an authorization within its term, the Trustee shal) treat such beneficiary as Disabled 
hereunder until such valid authorization is delivered. 

2. Disabili f Trustee. Upon the request to a Trustee that is an individual by (a) 
a co-Trustee, or if none, (b) the person or entity next designated to serve as a successor Trustee not under 
legal incapacity, or if none, (c) any adult current income or principal beneficiary not under legal 
incapacity, or in any event and at any time (d) a court of competent jurisdiction, such Trustee shall issue 
to such person and all persons, courts of competent jurisdiction, and entities (who shall be identified 
thereon both by name to the extent known and by class description), with authority hereunder to 
determine such requested Trustee's Disability, a valid authorization under the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and any other applicable or successor law authorizing all 
health care providers and all medical sources of such requested Trustee to release protected health 
information of the requested Trustee to such persons, courts and entities, 'that is relevant to the 
determination of the Disability of the requested Trustee as Disability is defined hereunder. The period 
of each such valid authorization shall be for six months (or the earlier death or resignation of the 
requested Trustee). If such requested Trustee refuses within thirty days of receipt of the request to deliver 
a valid authorization, or at any time revokes an authorization within its term, such requested Trustee 
shall thereupon be treated as having resigned as Trustee hereunder. 

3. Authorization to Issue Certificate. All required authorizations under this 
paragraph shall include the power of a physician or psychiatrist to issue a written certificate to the 
appropriate persons or entities as provided in Subparagraph III. E. 3 hereof. 

ARTICLE IV. FIDUCIARIES 

A. Powers of the Trustee. During my life except while I am Disabled, the Trustee shall 
exercise all powers provided by law and the following powers, other than the power to retain assets, only 
with my written approval, While I am Disabled and after my death, the Trustee shall exercise said 
powers without approval, provided that the Trustee shall exercise all powers in a fiduciary capacity. 

]. Investments. To sell or exchange at public or private sale and on credit or 
otherwise, with or without security, and to lease for any term or perpetually, any property, real and 
personal, at any time forming a part of the trust estate (the "estate"); to grant and exercise options to:buy 
or sell; to invest or reinvest in real or personal property of every kind, description and location; and to 
receive and retain any such property whether originally a part of any trust herein created or subsequently 
acquired, even if the Trustee is personally interested in such property, and without liability for any 
decline in the value thereof: all without limitation bv anv statutes or iudicial decisions wheneveI enacted 
or announced, regulating investments or requiring diversification of investments, it being my intention 
to give the broadest investment powers and discretion to the Trustee. Any bank, trust company, or other 
corporate trustee serving hereunder as Trustee is authorized to invest in its own common trust funds, 
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retain, ', make, hold, and'disporse of investments not regarded as traditional'for tr'usts, including interests 
or investments in privately held business and, investment entities and enterprises, including without 
limitation stock in closely held corporations, limited partnership interests, joint venture interests, mutual 
funds, business trust interests, and limited liability company membership interests, notwithstanding (a) 
any applicable prudent investor rule or variation thereof, (b) common law or statutory diversification 
requirements (it being my intent that no such duty to diversify shaH exist) (c) a lack of current cash fiow 
therefrom, (d) the presence of any risk or speculative elements as compared to other available 
investments (it being my intent that the Trustee have sole and absolute discretion in determining what 
constitutes acceptable risk and what constitutes proper investment strategy), (e) lack of a reasonable rate 
of return, (f) risks to the preservation of principal, (g) violation of a Trustee's duty of impartiality as to 
different beneficiaries (it being my intent that no such duty exists for this purpose), and (h) similar 
limitations on investment under this Agreement or, under law pertaining to investments that may or 
should be made by a Trustee (including without limitation the provisions of Fla. Stats. (518. 11 and 
successor provisions thereto that would characterize such investmentsas forbidden, imprudent, improper 
or unlawful). The Trustee shall not be responsible to any trust created hereunder or the beneficiaries 
thereof for any loss resulting from any such authorized investment, including without limitation loss 
engendered by the higher risk element of that particular entity, investment, or enterprise, the failure to 
invest in more conservative investments, the failure to diversify trust assets, the prudent investor rule 
or variant thereof. Notwithstanding any provisions for distributions to beneficiaries hereunder, if the 
Trustee determines that the future potential investment return from any illiquid or closely held 
investment asset warrants the retention of that investment asset or that sufficient value could not be 
obtained from the sale or other disposition of an illiquid or closely held investment asset, the Trustee is 
authorized to retain that asset and if necessary reduce the distributions to beneficiaries due to lack of 
sufficient liquid or marketable assets. However, the preceding provisions of this Subparagraph shall not 
be exercised in a manner as to jeopardize the availability of the estate tax marital deduction for assets 
passing to or held in the a trust for my surviving spouse or that would otherwise qualify for the estate 
tax marital deduction but for such provisions, shall not override any express powers hereunder of my 
surviving spouse to demand conversion of unproductive property to productive property, or reduce any 
income distributions otherwise required hereunder for a trust held for the benefit of my surviving spouse 
or a "qualified subchapter S trust" as that term is defined in Code Section 1361(d)(3). 

3. Distributions. To make any division or distribution pro rata or non-pro rata, in 
cash or in kind, and to allocate undivided interests in property and dissimilar property (without regard 
to its tax basis) to different shares. 

4. ~Mna ament. To manage, develop, improve, partition or change the character 
of an asset or interest in property at any time: and to make ordinary and extraordinary repairsa 
replacements, alterations and improvements, structural or otherwise. 

5. ~Borrowtn . To borrow money from anyone on commercially reasonable terms, 
including entities owned in whole or in part by the trust, a Trustee, beneficiaries and other persons who 
may have a direct or indirect interest in a Trust; and to mortgage, margin, encumber and pledge real and 
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pervsorial pbroperty of a'est as'SecOrity. for- the payment ther'eof, without inc'urring any personal liability 
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thereori 'arnd"to do'so for a teim w'lthin or extending beyond the terms of the trust and to renew, modify 
or extend existing borrowing on similar or different terms and with the same or different security without 
incurring an'y personal liability; and such borrowing from a Trustee may be with or without interest, and 

may be secured with a lien on trust assets. 

6. L~endin . To extend, modify or waive the terms of any obligation, bond or 
mortgage at any time forming a part of a trust and to foreclose any such mortgage; accept a conveyance 
of encumbered property, and take title to the property securing it by deed in lieu of foreclosure or 
otherwise and to satisfy or not satisfy the indebtedness securing said property; to protect or redeem any 
such property from forfeiture for nonpayment of taxes or other lien; generally, to exercise as to such 
bond, obligation or mortgage all powers that an absolute owner might exercise; and to loan funds to 
beneficiaries at commercially reasonable rates, terms and conditions. 

7. AbandonmentofPro ert . Toabandonanypropertyorassetwhenitisvalueless 
or so encumbered or in such condition that it is of no benefit to a trust. To abstain from the payment of 
taxes, liens, rents, assessments, or repairs on such property and/or permit such property to be lost by tax 
sale, foreclosure or other proceeding or by conveyance for nominal or no consideration to anyone 
including a charity or by escheat to a state; all without personal liability incurred therefor. 

8. Real Pro ert Mat ers. To subdivide, develop or partition real estate; to purchase 
or sell real property and to enter into contracts to do the same; to dedicate the same to public use; to 
make or obtain the location of any plats; to adjust boundaries; to adjust differences in valuations on 
exchange or partition by giving or receiving consideration; and, to grant easements with or without 
consideration as the fiduciaries inay determine; and to demolish any building, structures, walls and 
improvements, or to erect new buildings, structures, walls and improvements and to insure against fire 
and other risks; and to protect and conserve, or to lease, or to encumber, or otherwise to manage and 
dispose of real property to the extent such power is not otherwise granted herein or otherwise restricted 
herein. 

9. Claims, To enforce, compromise, adjust, arbitrate, release or otherwise settle or 
pay any claims or demands by or against a trust. 

10. Business Entities. To deal with any business entity orenterprise even if a Trustee 
is or may be a fiduciary of or own interests in said business entity or enterprise, whether operated in the 
form of a corporation, partnership, business trust, limited liability company, joint venture, sole 
proprietorship, or other form (all of which business entities and enterprises are referred to herein as 
"Basiness EntMes"). I vest the Trustee with the following powers and authority in regard to Business 
Entities: 

a. To retain and continue to operate a Business Entity for such period as the 
Trustee deems advisable; 
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b. ; To control, direct and manage the Business Entities. In thiS'connection, the 
Trustee, 'in its sole discretiori, shall determine the manner and extent of its active participation in the 
operation and may delegate all or any part of its power to supervise and operate to such person or 
persons as the Trustee may select, including any associate, partner, officer or employee of the Business 
Entity; 

c. To hire and discharge officers and employees, fix their compensation and 
define their duties; and similarly to employ, compensate and discharge agents, attorneys, consultants, 
accountants, and such other representatives as the Trustee may deem appropriate; including the right to 
employ any beneficiary or fiduciary in any of the foregoing capacities; 

d. To invest funds in the Business Entities, to pledge other assets of a trust as 
security for loans made to the Business Entities, and to lend funds from a trust to the Business Entities; 

e. To organize one or more Business Entities under the laws of this or any other 
state or country and to transfer thereto all or any part of the Business Entities or other property of a trust, 
and to receive in exchange such stocks, bonds, partnership and member interests, and such other 
securities or interests as the Trustee may deem advisable; 

f. To treat Business Entities as separate from a trust. In a Trustee's accounting 
to any beneficiary, the Trustee shall only be required to report the earnings and condition of the Business 
Entities in accordance with standard business accounting practice; 

g. To retain in Business Entities such net earnings for working capital and other 
purposes of the Business Entities as the Trustee may deem advisable in conformity with sound business 
practice; 

h. To sell or liquidate all or any part of the Business Entities at such time and 
price and upon such terms and conditions (including credit) as the Trustee may determine. My Trustee 
is specifically authorised and empowered to make such sale to any person, including any partner, officer, 
or employee of the Business Entities, a fiduciary, or to any beneficiary; and 

i. To guaranty the obligations of the Business Entities, or pledge assets of a trust 
to secure such a guaranty. 

I l. Princi al and Income. To allocate items of income or expense between income 
and principal as permitted or provided by the laws of the State of Florida but without limiting the 
availability of the estate tax marital deduction, provided that the Trustee shall not be required to provide 
a rate of return on unproductive property unless otherwise provided in this instrument, 

of a trust, to pay premiums; to apply dividends in reduction of such premiums; to borrow against the cash 
values thereof; to convert such policies into other forms of insurance, including paid-up insurance; to 
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"exercis'exany senttleinent options provided in any such policies; to receive the proceeds of any policy upon 

its maturity and to administer such proceeds as a part of the principal of the Trust; and in general, to 
exercise all other options, benefits, rights and privileges under such policies. 

13. Contin in Power, To continue to have or exercise, after the termination of a 
trust, in whole or in part, and until final distribution thereof, all title, power, discretions, rights and duties 
conferred or imposed upon the Trustee by law or by this Agreement or during the existence of the trust. 

i4. ~gxonera ion. To provide for the exoneration of the Trustee from any personal 

liability on account of any arrangement or contract entered into in a fiduciary capacity. 

15. ~Areements. To compiy with, amend, . modify or rescind any agreement made 

during my lifetime, including those regarding the disposition, management or continuation of any closely 
held unincorporated business„corporation, partnership or joint venture, and including the power to 
complete contracts to purchase and sell real estate. 

t 6. ~Votin . To vote and give proxies, with power of substitution to vote, stocks, 
bonds and other securities, or not to vote a security. 

17. Combination of Shares. To hold the several shares of a trust or several Trusts as 
a common fund, dividing the income proportionately among them, to assign undivided interests to the 
several shares or Trusts, and to make joint investments of the funds belonging to them. For such 

purposes and insofar as may be practicable, the Trustee, to the extent that division of the trust estate is 
directed hereby, may administer the trust estate physically undivided until actual division thereof 
becomes necessary to make distributions. The Trustee may hold, manage, invest and account for whole 
or fractional trust shares as a single estate, making the division thereof by appropriate entries in the 
books of account only, and may allocate to each whole or fractional trust share its proportionate part of 
all receipts and expenses; provided, however, this carrying of several Trusts as a single estate shall not 
defer the vesting in possession of any whole or fractional share of a trust for the beneficiaries thereof at 
the times specified herein. 

I S. Reimbursement. To reimburse itself from a trust for reasonable expenses incurred 
in the administration thereof. 

19, Reliance U on Communication, To rely, in acting under a trust, upon any letter, 
notice, certificate, report, statement, document or other paper, or upon any telephone, telegraph, cable, 
wireless or radio message, if believed by the Trustee to be genuine, and to: be signed, sealed, acknowl- 
edged, presented, sent, delivered or given by or on behalf of the proper persons firm or corporation 
without incurring liability for any action or inaction based thereon. 

20. ~Assam tions. To assume, in the absence ofwrittennotice to the contrary from 
the person or persons concerned, that a fact or an event, by reason of which an interest or estate under 
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'a tru'st"shall corn'mence o'r termitiate; does not'exist 'or:has not occurred, without incurring liability for 
any action oi' inaction based upon such assumption. 

21. Service as Custodian. To serve as successor custodian for any beneficiary of any 
giAs that I may have made under any Transfer to Minors Act, if at the time of my death no custodian is 
named in the instrument creating the gift. 

22. Removal of Assets. The Trustee may remove from the domiciliary state during 
the entire duration of a trust or for such lesser period as it may deem advisable, any cash, securities or 
other property at any time in its hands whether principal or not, and to take and keep the same outside 
the domiciliary state and at such place or places within or outside the borders of the United States as it 
may determine, without in any event being chargeable for any loss or depreciation to the trust which may 
result therefrom. 

may be transferred to such other place as the Trustee may deem to be for the best interests of the trust 
estate. In so doing, the Trustee may resign and appoint a successor Trustee, but may remove such 
successor Trustee so appointed and appoint others. Each successor Trustee may delegate any and all 
fiduciary powers, discretionary and ministerial, to the appointing Trustee as its agent. 

24. Fiducia 0 tside Domicilia State, In the event the Trustee shall not be able 
and willing to act as Trustee with respect to any property located outside the domiciliary state, the 
Trustee, without order ofcourt, may appoint another individual or corporation (including any employee 
or agent of any appointing Trustee) to act as Trustee with respect to such property. Such appointed 
Trustee shall have all of the powers and discretions with respect to such property as are herein given to 
the appointing Trustee with respect to the remaining trust assets, The appointing Trustee may, remove 
such appointed Trustee and appoint another upon ten (10) days notice in writing, All income from such 
property, and if such property is sold, exchanged or otherwise disposed of, the proceeds thereof, shall 
be remitted to the appointing Trustee, to be held and administered by it as Trustee hereunder. Such 
appointed Trustee may employ the appointing Trustee as agent in the administration of such property. 
No surety shall be required on the bond of the Trustee or agent acting under the provisions of this 
paragraph. No periodic court accounting shall be required of such appointed Trustee, it being my 
intention to excuse any statutory accounting which may ordinarily be required. 

25. Selection of Assets for Marital Trust. The Trustee shall have sole discretion to 
determine which assets shall be allocated to the Marital Trust; provided, if possible no assets or the 
proceeds of any assets which do not qualify for the federal estate tax inarital deduction shall be allocated 
to the Marital Trust. To the extent that other assets qualifying for the marital deduction are available, 
the Trustee shall not allocate to the Marital Trust any assets with respect to which a credit for foreign 
taxes paid is allowable under the Code, nor any policy of insurance on the life of my spouse. Any 
allocation of assets among the Family Trust and the Marital Trust shall, with respect to each such trust, 
be comprised of assets having an aggregate market value at the time of such allocation fairly 
representative of the net appreciation or depreciation in the value of the property available for such 
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26. Additions. To receive and accept additions to the Trusts in cash or in kind from 
donors, executors, administrators, Trustee or attorneys in fact, including additions of my property by the 
Trustee or others as my attorneys in fact. 

27. Title and Possession. To have title to and possession of all real or personal 
property held in the Trusts, and to register or hold title to such property in its own name or in the name 
of its nominee, without disclosing its fiduciary capacity, or in bearer form, 

28. Dealin with Estates. To use principal of the Trusts to make loans to my estate, 
with or without interest, and to make purchases from my estate or my spouse's estate. 

29. ~A:nts. To employ persons, including attorneys, auditors, investment advisers, 
and agents, even if they are the Trustee or associated with the Trustee, to advise or assist the Trustee in 
the performance of its administrative duties and to pay compensation and costs incurred in connection 
with such employment from the assets of the Trust; to act without independent investigation upon their 
recommendations; and, instead of acting personally, to employ one or more agents to perform any act 
of administration, whether or not discretionary. 

30. Tax Elections, To file tax returns, and to exercise all tax-related elections and 
options at its discretion, without compensating adjustments or reimbursements between any of the Trusts 
or any of the trust accounts or any beneficiaries. 

B. ~Rest nation. ttr Trustee may resign with or without cause, by giving no less than 30 days 
advance written notice, specifying the effective date of such resignation, to its successor Trustee and to 
the persons required and in the manner provided under Fla. Stats. $/736. 0705{1){a) and 736. 0109. As 
to any required recipient, deficiencies in fulfilling the foregoing resignation requirements maybe waived 
in a writing signed by such recipient, Upon the resignation of a Trustee, such Trustee shall be entitled 
to reimbursement from the trust for all reasonable expenses incurred in the settlement of accounts and 
in the transfer of assets to his or her successor. 

C. A ointment of Successor Trustee. 

l. ~Aointmen . Upon a Trustee's resignation, orifa Trustee becomes Disabled or 
for any reason ceases to serve as Trustee, 1 may appoint any person or persons as successor Trustee, and 
sss rlraCnssu rg crania rsvraairsossas rso hs eases QihrIAkl rsrsA TEtA r s + +' 3 o ' . 1 . . ' al a -l ~ ss savfassss va. Dssvas aper'Ussssaasars ~ s cry ss ~ 'vs soatravt a ats4 s s L/s arssar 4s 4 alstsv 4st4 Buhrh'growl Ylvty ltg 111111 Vg V13gs 

shall serve as successor Trustee, Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a named Trustee is not a U. S. citizen 
or resident at the time of commencement of his term as Trustee, such Trustee should give due 
consideration to declining to serve to avoid potential adverse U. S. income tax consequences by reason 
of the characterization of a trust hereunder as a foreign trust under the Code, but shall not be construed 
to have any duty to so decline if such Trustee desires to serve. 
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~IV. , subsequ'ent to my death'I specifically appoint fhe"follow'ing person or person's'as Trustee of the 
following Trusts under the following described circumstances: 

a. Trustee of the Marital Trust. SIMON and TED, one at a time and 
successively in that order, shall serve as Trustee of the Marital Trust. While serving as Trustee, my 
spouse may designate a co-Trustee to serve with my spouse and my spouse may remove and/or replace 
such co-Trustee from time to time. 

b. Trustee of the Famil Trust. SIMON and TED, one at a time and 
successively in that order, shall serve as Trustee of the Family Trust. While serving as Trustee, my 
spouse may designate a co-Trustee that is not a Related or Subordinate Party to serve with my spouse 
and my spouse may remove and/or replace such co-Trustee with another that is not a Related or 
Subordinate Party from time to time. 

c. Trustee of Se grate Trusts for M Children. Each child of mine shall 
serve as sole Trustee of his or her separate trust. While serving alone as Trustee, a child of mine may 
designate a co-Trustee that is not a Related or Subordinate Party to serve with such child and such child 
may remove and/or replace such co-Trustee with another that is not a Related or Subordinate Party from 
time to time. 

d. Trustee of Se grate Trusts for M Lineal Descendants Other Than M 
Children. In regard to a separate trust held for a lineal descendant of mine other than a child of mine 
which lineal descendant is the sole current mandatory or discretionary income beneficiary, each such 
lineal descendant shall serve as co-Trustee, or sole Trustee if the preceding described Trustees cease or 
are unable to serve or to continue to serve, ofhis or her separate trust upon reaching age twenty-five (25) 
years. 

e. Trustee f Se grate Trust for MATTHEW LOGAN. In regard to a 
separate trust held MATTHEW LOGAN, his mother, DEBORAH BERNSTEIN ("DEBOK4H"), shall 
serve as Trustee until MATTHEW attains age 25 years, at which time he shall serve as a co-Trustee with 
DEBORAH of such separate trust. 

3. Successor Truste s No Provided For. Whenever a successor Trustee or co- 
Trustee is required and no successor or other functioning mechanism for succession is provided for 
under the terms of this Trust Agreement, the last serving Trustee or the last person or entity designated 
to serve as Trustee of the applicable trust may appoint his or her successor, and if none is so appointed, 
the followjnIr nersons chail anrIolnt a succeccnr Trustee (whn maii ko Ann nrtLs ee«« « I tL 

appointment): 

a. The remaining Trustees, if any; otherwise, 
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b';:"„. -;:, "; A'majority of the permissible'. current mandatory or discretionary income 
beneficiaries, including the natural or legal guardians of any beneficiaries who are Disabled. 

A successor Trustee appointed under this subparagraph shall not be a Related or Subordinate Party of 
the trust. The appointment will be by a written document executed by such person in the presence of two 
witnesses and acknowledged before a notary public delivered to the appointed Trustee and to me if 1 am 
living and not Disabled or in a valid last Will. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a designation under this 
Subparagraph of a successor trustee to a corporate or entity trustee shall be limited to a corporate or 
entity trustee authorized to serve as such under Florida law with assets under trust management of no 
less than one billion dollars. 

4. Power to Rem ve Trustee, Subsequent to my death, . the age 25 or older 
permissible current mandatory or discretionary income beneficiaries from time to time of any trust 
established hereunder shall have the power to unanimously remove a Trustee of such trust at any time 
with or without cause, with the successor Trustee to be determined in accordance with the foregoing 
provisions. 

D. Method of A pin ment of Trustee, Any such appointment of a successor Trustee by 
a person shall be made in a written instrument executed by such person in the presence of two witnesses 
and acknowledged before a notary public which is delivered to such appointed Trustee during the 
lifetime of the person making such appointment, or any such appointment of a successor Trustee by a 
person may be made under the last Will of such person. 

E. Limit tion on Rem va) n Re 1 c ment Power. Any power to remove and/or 
replace a trustee hereunder that is granted to an individual (including such power when reserved to me) 
is personal to that individual and may not be exercised by a guardian, power of attorney holder, or other 
legal representative or agent. 

F. Successor Fiduciaries, No Trustee is responsible for, nor has any duty to inquire into, 
the administration, acts or omissions of any executor, administrator, Personal Representative, or trustee 
or attorney-in-fact adding property to these Trusts, or of any predecessor Trustee. Each successor Trustee 
has all the powers, privileges, immunities, rights and title (without the execution of any instrument of 
transfer or any other act by any retiring Trustee} and all the duties of all predecessors. 

G. Liabili and Indemnification of Trustee. 

1. Liabilit in General. No individual Trustee (that is, a Trustee that is not a 
corporation or other entity) shall be liable for any of his or her actions or failures to act as Trustee, even 
if the individual Trustee is found by a court to have been negligent or in breach of fiduciary duty, except 
for liability caused by his or her actions or failures to act done in bad faith or with reckless indifference 
to the purposes of the trust or the interests of the beneficiaries. Each Trustee that is a corporation or other 
entity will be liable for its actions or failures to act that are negligent or that breach its fiduciary duty, 
without contribution by any individual Trustee. 
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iinder:Subparay''mph I~V. . j'; each. Trustee shall be held harmless and indemnified from the assets of the 

trust for any liability, damages, attorney's fees, expenses, and costs incurred as a result of its service as 

Trustee. A Trustee who ceases to serve for any reason will be entitled to receive reasonable security from 

the assets of the trust to protect it from liability, and may enforce these provisions for indemnification 

against the current Trustee or against any assets held in the trust, or if the former Trustee is an individual 

and not a corporation or other entity, against any beneficiary to the extent of distributions received by 
that beneficiary. This indemniflication right extends to the estate, personal representatives, legal 
successors and assigns of a Trustee, 

3, Indemnification of Trustee - Additional Provisions. I recognize that ifa 
beneficiary accuses a Trustee of wrongdoing or breach of fiduciary duty, the Trustee may have a conflict 
of interest that ordinarily would prevent it from paying legal fees and costs from the trust estate to defend 
itself. I do not want to put a financial burden on any individual named to serve as a Trustee. Just as 
important, I do not want an individual who has been selected to serve as a Trustee to be reluctant to 
accept the position, or while serving to be intimidated in the performance of the Trustee's duties because 
of the threats of lawsuits that might force the Trustee to pay fees and costs from the Trustee's personal 
resources. For this reason, I deliberately and intentionally waive any such conflict of interest with respect 
to any individual serving as Trustee so that he or she can hire counsel to defend himsel for herself against 
allegations of wrongdoing or if sued for any reason (whether by a beneficiary or by someone else) and 

pay all fees and costs for his or her defense from the trust estate until the dispute is i'esolved. I understand 
and agree that a court may award, disallow or allocate fees and costs in whole or in part after the dispute 
is resolved, as provided by law. The Trustee will account for all such fees and costs paid by it as 
provided by law. This provision shall not apply to any Trustee that is a corporation or other entity. 

H. Cpm ensation Bond, Each Trustee is entitled to be paid reasonable compensation for 
services rendered in the administration of the trust. Reasonable compensation for a non-individual 
Trustee will be its published fee schedule in effect when its services are rendered unless otherwise 
agreed in writing, and except as follows. Any fees paid to a non-individual Trustee for making principal 
distributions, for termination of the trust, and upon termmation of its services must be based solely on 
the value of its services rendered, not on the value of the trust principal. During my lifetime the Trustee's 
fees are to be charged wholly against income (to the extent sufficient), unless directed otherwise by me 
in writing. Each Trustee shall serve without bond. 

I, Maintenanc of Records. The Trustee shall maintain accurate accounts and records. 
It shall render annual statements of the receipts and disbursements of income and principal of a trust 

upon the written request of any adult vested beneficiary of such trust or the guardian of the person of any 
vested beneficiary and the approval of such beneficial shali b 
thereafter interested in such trust as to the matters and transactions shown on such statement. The 
Trustee may at any time apply for a judicial settlement of any account. No Trustee shall be required to 
file any statutory or other periodic accountings of the administration of a trust. 
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these Trusts in an individual ca'pacitty, as a fiduciary of another trust or estate (including my estate) or 
in any other capacity. The Trustee may in good faith enter into a sale, encumbrance, or other transaction 
involving the investment or management of trust property for the Trustee's own personal account or 
which is otherwise affected by a conflict between the Trustee's fiduciary and personal interests, without 
liability and without being voidable by a beneficiary. The Trustee is specifically authorized to make 
loans to, to receive loans from, or to sell, purchase or exchange assets in a transaction with (i) the 
Trustee's spouse, (ii) the Trustee's children or grandchildren, siblings, parents, or spouses of such 
persons, (iii) an officer, director, employee, agent, or attorney of the Trustee, or (iv) a corporation, 
partnership, limited liability company, or other business entity in which the Trustee has a financial 
interest, provided that in any transaction the trusts hereunder receive fair and adequate consideration in 
money or money's worth. The Trustee may renounce any interest or expectancy of a trust in, or an 
opportunity to participate in, specified business opportunities or specified classes or categories of 
business opportunities that are presented to the Trustee. Such renunciation shall not prohibit the Trustee 
from participating in the Trustee's individual capacity in such opportunity or expectancy. 

K. Third Parties, No one dealing with the Trustee need inquire into its authority or its 
application of property. 

L. Me@ er of Trusts. If the Trustee is also trustee of a trust established by myself or 
another person by will or trust agreement, the benefliciaries to whom income and principal may then be 
paid and then operative terms of which are substantially the same as those of a trust held under this 
Agreement, the Trustee in its discretion may merge either such trust into the other trust. . The Trustee, 
in exercising its discretion, shall consider economy of administration, convenience to the beneficiaries, 
tax consequences and any other factor it considers important. If it is later necessary to reestablish the 
merged trust as separate trusts, it shall be divided proportionately to the value of each trust at the time 
of merger. 

M. Multi le Trustees. If two Trustees are serving at any time, any power or discretion of 
the Trustees may be exercised only by their joint agreement. Either Trustee may delegate to the other 
Trustee the authority to act on behalf of both Trustees and to exercise any power held by the Trustees. 
If more than two Trustees are serving at any time, and unless unanimous agreement is specifically 
required by the terms of this Trust Agreement, any power or discretion of the Trustees may be exercised 
only by a majority, The Trustees may delegate to any one or more of themselves the authority to act on 
behalf of all the Trustees and to exercise any power held by the Trustees. Trustees who consent to the 
delegation of authority to other Trustees will be liable for the consequences of the actions of those other 
Trustees as if the consenting Trustees had joined the other Trustees in performing those actions. A 
dissenting Trustee who did not consent to the delegation of authority to another Trustee and who has not 
joined in the exercise of a power or discretion cannot be held liable for the consequences of the exercise. 
A dissenting Trustee who joins only at the direction of the majority will not be liable for the 
consequences of the exercise if the dissent is expressed in writing delivered to any of the other Trustees 
before the exercise of that power or discretion, 
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Marital Trust to which there is allocated any GST exemption into two separate Trusts (each subject to 
the provisions of this Trust Agreement relating to the trust that is being divided) so that the generation- 
skipping tax inclusion ratio of one such trust is zero. 

2. Marital Trust. I direct that, if possible, (a) the Trustee shall divide the Marital 
Trust into two separate Marital Trusts (each subject to the provisions hereof concerning the Marital 
Trust) so that through allocation of my GST exemption remaining unallocated at my death and not 
otherwise allocated to transfers occurring at or by reason of my death (including allocations to the 
Family Trust), if any, the generation-skipping tax inclusion ratio of one such Marital Trust is zero (the 
GST Marital Trust), (b) my Personal Representative to exercise the election provided by Code Section 
2652(a)(3) as to the GST Marital Trust, and (c) that upon the death of my spouse the total amount 
recoverable by my spouse's estate from the property of the Marital Trusts under Code Section 2207A 
shall first be recoverable in full from the non-GST Marital Trust to the extent thereof, 

3, Misc. I direct that (a) upon the death of the survivor of me and my spouse, any 
property then directed to be paid or distributed which constitutes a direct skip shall be paid first from 
property then exempt from generation-skipping taxation (by reason of the allocation of any GST 
exemption) to the extent thereof, (b) property exempt from generation-skipping taxation (by reason of 
the allocation of any GST exemption) and not directed to be paid or distributed in a manner which 
constitutes a direct skip shall be divided and distributed as otherwise provided herein and held for the 
same persons designated in Trusts separate from any property then also so divided which is not exempt 
from generation-skipping taxation, and (c) if upon the death of a beneficiary a taxable termination would 
otherwise occur with respect to any property held in trust for him or her with an inclusion ratio greater 
than zero, such beneficiary shall have with respect only to such property a power to appoint such 
fractional share thereof which if included in such beneficiary's gross estate for federal estate tax purposes 
(without allowing any deduction with respect to such share) would not be taxed at the highest federal 
estate tax rate and such fractional share of such property shall be distributed to such persons including 
only such beneficiary's estate, spouse, and lineal descendants, in such estates, interests, and proportions 
as such beneficiary may, by a will specifically referring to this general power appoint, and any part of 
a trust such beneficiary does not effectively appoint shall be treated as otherwise provided for disposition 
upon his or her death, provided, if upon his or her death two or more Trusts for his or her benefit are 
directed to be divided among and held or distributed for the same persons and the generation-skipping 
tax jnciusion ratio of anv such tri tat is zero the amount ofanir othier such tri|st to which there is allocated 
any of such beneficiary's GST exemption shall be added to the Trusts with generation-skipping tax 
inclusion ratios of zero in equal shares. I request (but do not require) that if two or more Trusts are held 
hereunder for any person, no principal be paid to such person from the Trusts with the lower inclusion 
ratios for generation-skipping tax purposes unless the trust with the highest inclusion ratio has been 
exhausted by use, consumption, distribution, or otherwise or is not reasonably available. 
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payment or trust divi'sion to which there is allocated'any''GST exemption, such payment or tru'st division 
allocation shall be satisfied with cash or property which fairly represents appreciation and depreciation 
(occurring between the valuation date and the date of distribution) in all of the assets from which such 
distribution or allocation could be made, and any pecuniary payment made before a residual transfer of 
property to which any GST exemption is allocated shall be satisfied with cash or property which fairly 
represents appreciation and depreciation (occurring between the valuation date and the date of 
distribution) in all of the assets from which such pecuniary payment could be satisfied and shall be 
allocated a pro rata share of income earned by all such assets between the valuation date and the date 
of payment. In regard to the division or severance of a trust hereunder, including the Marital Trust, such 
division or severance shall be made in a manner that all resulting trusts are recognized for purposes of 
Chapter 13 of the Code, including without limitation complying with the requirements of Treas. Regs. 
$26. 2654-1(b). Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the valuation date with respect to any 
property shall be the date as of which its value is determined for federal estate tax purposes with respect 
to the transferor thereof, and subject to the foregoing, property distributed in kind in satisfaction of any 
pecuniary payment shall be selected on the basis of the value of such property on the valuation date. All 
terms used in this Article which are defined or explained in Chapter 13 of the Code or the regulations 
thereunder shall have the same meaning when used herein. The Trustee is authorized and directed to 
comply with the provisions of the Treasury Regulations interpreting the generation skipping tax 
provisions of the Code in severing or combining any trust, creating or combining separate trust shares, 
allocating GST exemption, or otherwise, as necessary to best accomplish the foregoing allocations, 
inclusion ratios, combinations, and divisions, including, without limitation, the payment of"appropriate 
interest" as determined by the Trustee as that term is applied and used in said Regulations. 

B. Individual Retirement Accounts, In the event that this trust or any trust created under 
this Agreement is the beneficiary of an Individual retirement account established and maintained under 
Code Section 408 or a qualified pension, profit sharing or stock bonus plan established and maintained 
under Code Section 401 (referred to in this paragraph as "IRA"), the following provisions shall apply 
to such trust: 

I. I intend that the beneficiaries of such trust shall be beneficiaries within the 
ineaning of Code Section 401(a)(9) and the Treasury Regulations thereunder. All provisions of such trust 
shail be construed consistent with such intent. Accordingly, the following provisions shall apply to such 
trust: 

a. No benefits from any IRA may be used or applied for the payment of any 
debts, taxes or other claims against my estate as set forth in the later paragraph captioned "Taxes", unless 
other assets of this trust are not available for such payment. 

b. In the event that a beneficiary of any trust created under this Agreement 
has a testamentary general power of appointment or a liinited power of appointment over all or any 
portion of any trust established under this Agreement, and if such trust is the beneficiary of any benefits 
from any IRA, the beneficiary shall not appoint any part of such trust to a charitable organization or to 
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a lineal descendant of mine {or a spouse of a lineal descendant of mine) who is older than the beneficiary 
whose life expectancy is being used to calculate distributions from such IRA. 

2. The Trustee shall deliver a copy of this Agreement to the custodian of any IRA 
of which this trust or any trust created under this Agreement is the named beneficiary within the time 
period prescribed Code Section 401(a)(9) and the Treasury Regulations thereunder, along with such 
additional items required thereunder. If the custodian of the IRA changes aAer a copy of this Agreement 
has been provided pursuant to the preceding sentence, the Trustee shall immediately provide a copy of 
this Agreement to the new custodian. The Trustee shall request each custodian to complete a receipt of 
the Agreement and shall attach such receipt to this Agreement. The Trustee shall provide a copy of each 
amendment of this Agreement to the custodian and shall obtain a receipt of such amendment. 

C. Gift Transfers Made From Trust Durin M Lifetime. I direct that all giA transfers 
made from the trust during my lifetime be treated for all purposes as if the giA property had been first 
withdrawn by (or distributed to) me and then transferred by me to the donees involved, Thus, in each 
instance, even where title to the giA property is transferred directly from the name of the trust (or its 
nominee) into the name of the donee, such transfer shall be treated for all purposes as first a withdrawal 
by (or distribution of the property to) me followed by a gift transfer of the property to the donee by me 
as donor, the Trustee making the actual transfer in my behalf acting as my attorney in fact, this paragraph 
being, to that extent, a power of attorney from me to the Trustee to make such transfer, which power of 
attorney shall not be affected by my Disability, incompetence, or incapacity. 

D. Death Costs. Ifupon my death the Trustee hoId any United States bonds which may be 
redeemed at par in payment of federal estate tax, the Trustee shall pay the federal estate tax due because 
of my death up to the ainount of the par value of such bonds and interest accrued thereon at the time of 
payment. The Trustee shall also pay from the trust all of iny following death costs, but if there is an 
acting executor, administrator or Personal Representative of my estate my Trustee shall pay only such 
amounts of such costs as such executor, administrator or Personal Representative directs: 

I, my debts which are allowed as claims against my estate, 

2. my funeral expenses without regard to legal limitations, 

3. the expenses of administering my estate, 

4. the balance of the estate, inheritance and other death taxes (excluding 
generation-skipping transfer taxes unless arising from direct skips), and interest and penalties thereon, 
due because of my death with respect to all property whether or not passing under my Will or this 
Agreement (other than property over which I have a power of appointment granted to me by another 
person, and qualified terminable interest property which is not held in a trust that was subject to an 
election under Code Section 2652(a)(3) at or about the time of its funding) and life insurance proceeds 
On p, seiCS insur'ng srnsy sisC Ve'suess pfOCCCus arC not stCsu unuCr tslis trust Or Illy pfolyate eslaCV dl Or Oy 
reason of my death), and 
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S. any gifts made in my Wil! or any Codicil thereto, 

The Trustee may make any such payment either to my executor, administrator or Personal 

Representative or directly to the proper party. The Trustee shall not be reimbursed for any such payment, 

and is not responsible for the correctness or application of the amounts so paid at the direction of my 

executor, administrator, or Personal Representative, The Trustee shall not pay any of such death costs 

with any asset which would not otherwise be included in my gross estate for federal or state estate or 
inheritance tax purposes, or with any asset which otherwise cannot be so used, such as property received 

under a limited power of appointment which prohibits such use. ' Further, no payment of any such death 

costs shall be charged against or paid from the property disposed of pursuant to the prior paragraphs 

captioned "Disposition of Tangible Personal Property", "Specific Cash Devise" nor from the Marital 

Trust. 

E, Marital Trust. I intend the maximum obtainable reduction of federal estate tax due by 
reason of my death by use of the federal estate tax marital deduction, and qualification of all property 
of the Marital Trust for the marital deduction. This Agreement shall be construed and all powers shall 

be exercised consistent with such intent, For example, the Trustee shall not allocate any receipt to 
principal or any disburseinent to income if such allocation understates the net income of the Marital 

Trust under Florida law; and upon the written demand of my spouse, the Trustee shall convert 

unproductive or underproductive property of said trust into productive property within a reasonable time 

notwithstanding any other provision hereunder. The foregoing not withstanding, if my spouse survives 

me but dies within six months after my death, the Marital Trust provided in Subparagraph Il 8 will be 

reduced to that amount, if any, required to obtain for my estate an estate tax marital deduction resulting 
in the lowest combined estate taxes in my estate and my spouse's estate, on the assumption that my 
spouse died after me on the date of my death, that my spouse's estate is valued on the same date and in 

the same manner as my estate is valued for federal estate tax purposes, and that elections in my spouse's 

estate were made that would be consistent with minimizing taxes, The purpose of this provision is to 
equalize, insofar as possible, our estates for federal estate tax purposes, based on the above assumptions. 

F. Subcha ter S Stock. Regardless of anything herein to the contrary, in the event that after 

my death the principal of a trust includes stock in a corporation for which there is a valid election to be 
treated under the provisions of Subchapter S of the Code, the income beneficiary of such a trust is a U, S. 
citizen or U. S. resident for federal income tax purposes, and such trust is not an "electing small business 
trust" under Code Section 1361(e)(1) in regard to that corporation, the Trustee shall (a) hold such stock 
as a substantially separate and independent share of such trust within the meaning of Code Section 
663(c), which share shall otherwise be subject to all of the terms of this Agreement, {b) distribute all of 
the income of such share to the one income beneficiary thereof in annual or more frequent installments, 

(c) upon such beneficiary's death, pay all accrued or undistributed income of such share to the 
beneficiary's estate, (d} distribute principal from such share during the lifetime of the income beneficiary 
only to such beneficiary, notwithstanding any powers of appo'intment granted to any person including 
the income beneficiary, and (e) otherwise administer such share in a manner that qualifies it as a 
"qualified Subchapter S trust" as that term is defined in Code Section 1361(d){3), and shall otherwise 
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manage and administer such share as provided under this Agreement to the extent not inconsistent with 
the foregoing provisions of this paragraph. 

G, Residence as Homestead, Regardless of anything herein to the contrary, while any 
residential real property located in Florida is owned by a trust, I, or my spouse if1am not then living and 
such trust is the Marital Trust, shall have the right to use, possess and occupy such residence as a 
personal residence so that such right shall constitute a possessory right in such real property within the 
meaning of Florida Statute Section 196. 041. 

jremainder of page intentional/y left blank] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Trust Agreement on the date 
first above written. 

SETTLOR and TRUSTEE; 

This instrument was signed by SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN in our presence, and at the request of 
and in the presence of SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN and each other, we subscribe our names as witnesses on 

Print Name: 
Address: / 0 l' 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF PALM BEACH 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this/@ day of 
by SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN, 

EtDA 

gDTge PUE+ &@I& gcran t tD. STATE Dt'~ 

~'8 Co(n+'sion gg i012 
E+ c no(aint rrr»» 

[Seal witll5&Hhmission Expiration Date) 

, 2008, 

Print, type or stamp name of Notary Pub(re 

Personally Known or Produced Identification 
Type of Identification Produced 

F. tWPDATAtrtrtttternstein, Sh&rlcy 4 Srmnn'2008 Bslcic Plnnntnstshtrtcy Bernstein Trust Aareemen\ wpd (05 t5 t t l9 08i 
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ATTACHMKNT 

The following property has been delivered in trust under this Agreement: 

One Dollar ($1. 00) Cash 

During my life, the Trustee has no duty to maintain, invest, review, insure, account for, or any 
other responsibility with respect to trust property other than income producing property, or any duty to 

pay premiums on life insurance payable to the trust, and shall receive no fee for its services as Trustee 
based on any trust property other than income producing property, 
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FIRST AMENDMENT TO 
SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN TRUST AGREEMENT 

b + 
This First Amendment is dated this day of , 2008, and is between 

SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN of Palm Beach County, Florida referred to in the first person, as settlor, and 
SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN of Palm Beach County, Florida as trustee (referred to as the "Trustee, " which 
term more particularly refers to all individuals and entities serving as trustee of a trust created hereunder 
during the time of such service, whether alone or as co-trustees, and whether originally serving or as a 
successor trustee). 

WHEREAS, on May 20, 2008, I created and funded the SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN TRUST 
AGREEMENT (the "Trust Agreement, " which reference includes any subsequent amendments of said 
trust agreement); 

WHEREAS, Paragraph A. of Article I. of said Trust Agreement provides, inter alia, that during 

my lifetime I shall have the right at any time and from time to time by an instrument, in writing, 
delivered to the Trustee to amend or revoke the said Trust Agreement, in whole or in part. 

NOW THEREFORE, by executing this instrument, I hereby amend the Trust Agreement as 
follows: 

l. I hereby delete Paragraph B. of Article II. in its entirety. 

2. I hereby amend the last sentence of Paragraph E. of Article III. to read as follows: 

"Notwithstanding the foregoing, as my spouse and I have adequately provided for them during our 
lifetimes, for purposes of the dispositions made under this Trust, my children, TED S. BERNSTEIN 
("TED") and PAMELA B. SIMON ("PAM"'), shall be deemed to have predeceased the survivor of my 
spouse and me, provided, however, if my children, ELIOT BERNSTEIN, JILL IANTONI and LISA S. 
FRIEDSTEIN, and their respective lineal descendants all predecease the survivor of my spouse and me, 
then TED and PAM shall not be deemed to have predeceased the survivor of my spouse and me and 
shall become eligible beneficiaries for purposes of the dispositions made hereunder. " 

3. I hereby ratify and reaffirm the Trust Agreement as amended by this First Amendment. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this First Amendment on the date 
first above written. 

SETTLOR and TRUSTEE: 

This instrument was signed by SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN in our presence, and at the request of 
and in thegresence of SHIJINEY BERNSTEIN and each other, we subscribe our names as witnesses 
on this ~&' day of /+ ~, 2008: 

Address: D 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF PALM BEACH 
SS. 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ~t, day of 
by SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN. 

o~ ~ o@9A 

"rtriri", Eiifr;tn r-'-' " 
DRIED '~ 

[Seal with Commission Expiration Date] 

, 2008, 

Pont, type or stamp name of Notary Pubbo 

Personally Known or Produced Identification 
Type of Identification Produced 
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